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General Provisions
There is fast development rich with innovations every year
in the society, in economic life, in science and culture, in
education system and in other fields. Training qualified personnel meeting the demands for this development is evaluated as
a continuous education system in our country. To bring their life
activity to conformity a need for new quality in educational
services arises. Being integral part of education system, adult
education provides professional development in the period of
every person’s independent life. As a basic component of
continuous education that meets citizens’ trends, interests, skills
and habits and their real demands, it has an exeptional role.
Adult education system gives the pave to expand its creative
potential significantly and grow its productive capacity.
In the Azerbaijan Republic adult education system, in
turms turns of the scope of its network, means as follows:
vocational education, training and re-training, internship and
development, personal education. The main goal of this consept
is to define and improve the principles of adult education
system, its main duties, structure, and fuctions
Importance of Adult Education
Recently a great attention has been paid on adult education
in our country and in the international scale. Scientific and
technical development has made demands necessary for
poeple’s knowledge and skills to emprove constantly and
training and re-training more important. And that is why “adult
education” is named “the key of XXI century”. There is fast
development rich with innovations every year in the society, in
economic life, in science and culture, in education system and in
other fields. Training qualified personnel meeting the demands
for this development is evaluated as a continuous education
system in our country. To bring their life activity to conformity,
4
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need for new quality in educational services arises. We need a
perfect consept reflecting this process in itself thoroughly to
organize adult education system to meet the needs dynamically.
The Key Trends and Age Structure of Demographic
Development in Azerbaijan
The history of demographic development in Azerbaijan
can be devided into the ages of the years of 1990-2002 and
beginning from 2003. Like one of the former countries of the
Soviet Union, the Azerbaijan Republic that stepped into
independence in early 1990 has undergone a number of
changings in the line of development of market economy and
demography. Along with the some economic and social problems arose during the transition period, the occupation of 20 percent of Azerbaijani lands by Armenia has made the situation
more complicated. So that as a result, about our thousand
institutions and thirty workplaces were lost, problems of more
than one billion refugees and displaced people were a hard
burden for the young independent state. In such situation the
social aspect of development is of great importance. In this
period as the measures for eliminating social tense - regular rise
in wages 2-3 times, application of the numerous privileges and
etc. did not fit the real economic condition of the country, they
made an opposite effect and accelerated the inflation process.
The crisis overall the country began in 1990s and caused decline
in the living standards that impacted the demographic
development of the counrty. Thus, in 1990-2002 as a result of
abovementioned factors, the birth rate has decreased, the
avarage growth rate fell down, people rushed to urban areas, the
rate of migration increased and other demographic processes
happened in the country.
5
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Picture 1. Populaion born in Azerbaijan, the dead and
natural growth, the years of 1950-2015.
References: on basis of the data of the State Statistics
Committee of the Azerbaijan Republic
Socio-economic reforms realized in Azerbaijan since
2003, continuous micro-economic stability, empowerment in the
system of social support for the population, poverty reduction
and the rise in the living standards have had positive impact on
demographic development, too. During this period as a result of
the measures fulfilled in the line of strengthening health of
population is accompanied with death rate reduction, especilally
kids, the rate of increase in life expectancy at birth, reduction in
migration from the country and gradual transition to a positive
balance of migration.
6
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In 1989 after the period of taking a population census the
population of the Azerbaijan Republic grew 27 percent and in
2009 according to the results of the population census the last
list contained 8997.6 thousand people. In that period the number
of urban population grew 25 percent and the rural population 30
percent. According to the data from the The State Statistics
Committee of the Azerbaijan Republic (late 2015), 9, 696, 800
people live in Azerbaijan. % 53,1 is urban, % 46,9 is rural, %
49,8 is men and % 50,2 is women. In the data from the The State
Statistics Committee of the Azerbaijan Republic according to
the age groups of 60 and older the number of the population
grew. It is especcially noticed in the age groups of 60-74, 75-89.
The average life expectancy in 2013 amounted to 74.2, and in
2015 the figure was 75.2. Changes in this period reflected in the
distribution of population by age groups, in other words, in the
age and gender structure of the population. The basic structural
changes contain the number of children dicreased and the
number of the working-age population, mostly adults increased.
As mentioned, there is mutual commitment between the
main indicators of economic and social development and the age
and gender structure of the population.
During these and other periods, knowing the features of
the age structure of the population, we can put forward a
sufficiently reasonable hypothesis about birth and death, as well
as other demographic prosesses and overall the future trend of
reproduction of the population. Knowing these features, it is
possible to estimate probability of formation of a number of
problems in economic and social fields and predict demands for
this or any other commodity or service and need for workplaces
and so on.
The age and gender structure of the population is formed
in the result of long-term historic changes in the rate of birth,
death and migration of population, evolution of these processes,
including the impact of demographic disasters (for example, loss
of population in the result of wars). The most method used to
7
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present the distribution of the population by gender and age is
considered “age pyramid” that produces an idea about
demographic history. The pyramid of the population of the
Azerbaijan Republic reflects the common tendency of birth,
death, and migration of the population in the last hundred years
and the outlines of the pyramid show the results of World War II
and the memory about the result of hard times appeared in the
evolution of the population in late 1980s and early 1990 during
the fall of the USSR. The view for the year of 2015 is given in
the diagram below (picture 2).
Picture 2. The age and gender pyramids of the Azerbaijan
Republic, 2015
men
women
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References: on basis of the data of the State Statistics
Committee of the Azerbaijan Republic
The age and gender structure of the population is formed
under the impact of the tree main processes: birth, death,
migration of population. Change of the number population
(picture 2) in certain age groups testifies mostly change in birth
rate in different periods. Thus, the continuous tendency of birth
rate makes the age structure of the population younger. Regular
and constant decline of birth rate causes population to get older.
Significant changes do not occur in the age structure as a result
of stabilization of birth rate and changes of birth indicators
forms variability effect in the age structure. High indicator of
birth (42.6 newborns per 1000 people) in the Azerbaijan
Republic was observed in 1960s in the last century. In the
subsequent years, birth rate was characterized with a regular
decline tendency. The rate of birth was stabilized in the rate of
25-27 births per 1000 people in 1970-1980.
A constant birth tendency lasts till the beginning of 1990
that being numerous, the group of 15-25 ages testifies this. In
the period from early 1970s to early 1990s in the last century
change of total birth rate was defined with the affect of age
structure of women of mostly reproductive age. Later the birth
rate began to decline fast in the background of unstable political
condition of the country and the social and economic problems.
As a result, this indicater declined to the minimum rate – 13.7
births per 1000 people. Since 2003 political stability, constant
socio-economic growth and improvement of welfare in the
country have been a fundamental guarantee for faith in the
future. The abovementioned factors have had impact on stability
of birth processes and provided the total indicator of birth to
increase gradually the level of 19.4 births per 1000 people. One
of the factors of the birth rates decline is the tendency of a small
family structure than the large one. As a result of this factor,
there was losing of weight among children in the families that
give birth to three or more number of children.
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It is necessary to note that development of education,
women being more independent in terms of economy and other
factors are one of the causes that accelerate the birth rate to
decline. The second significant demographic process after births
is considered deaths of population. The common scheme of the
impact of death on the total age structure of the population in
different age groups can be characterized as follows: decline of
infant (till aged 1) and child death (till aged 5) causes the age
composition of the population to get younger. Decline of death
among working-age population (in the groups of age 15-64)
causes a relative decrease of its distribution in total structure of
children and elderlies. Decline in death among upper age groups
(age 65 and more) causes the special number in common
structure of this age family to grow and that leads to aging of the
population with all socio-economic results of this process.
The last decade is characterized with the tendency of
decrease in mortality and increase in longevity in this field.
Decrease in mortality rate in the country has been observed
under the impact of achievments mainly in the field of medicine
and development of medical system in the second half of the XX
century, as well as the use of antibiotics and other effective
treatment methods, also expansion of preventive measures.
Along with it, fall of death indicators has been accompanied the
improvment of sanitary conditions and passage of a healthier
lifestyle. Thus, the common mortality rate was 9.6 per 1000
people in 1950s, but this indicator changed into 6.1 in 1990. No
doubt that, the common mortality rate, being considered an
extremely rough and approximate size, depends on the impact of
the age structure much more, but this allows getting a common
idea about mortality rate of the population in the country.
Because of some reasons during 1990-1994, also as a result of
Armenian invasion the number of the death in the country grew
from 6.1 to 7.3 per 1000 people, in the next period this indicater
decreased to the amount of 5.9 according to the results of 2011.
In 2015 mortality rate were 7.0 per 1000 people. Along with it,
10
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also as a result of the demographic policy run in the country and
the measures taken in the field of mother and child protection,
transition from the regime of high infant and child death to low
levels started. The number of children died under aged 1 was 68
per 1000 newborns in 1950; it was 23 in 1990, 11 in 2011 and
18, 2 in 2015.
The positive tendencies observed in the field of decline of
child death rate was resulted an increase in life expectancy at
birth. Thus, life expectancy at birth in the country in 1970 was
the ages of 70.9, also among men – 66.8, among women – 74.3;
this rate was 71.1 and this rate became 67 for men and 74.8 for
women in 1990. During 1990-1995 longevity overall the country
decreased to aged 69.1; also 65.2 for men, 72.9 for women. In
the next periods dynamic development of economy in the
country and the improvement of social conditions of the
population had a positive impact on the amount of longevity and
according to the indicators taken in 2011 longevity was
amounted aged 73.8; also 71.8 for men, 76.5 for women. In
2012 longevity contained aged 73,9; also 71,3 for men, 76,6 for
women. In the last years in Azerbaijan the average life
expectancy is growing and in 2015 this indicator was 75.2. In
other words longevity among men is 72,7 and among women is
77,6. In the formation of age-gender structure of the population
after birth and death the next factor is considered migration. The
impact rate of this factor depends on the amount, intensity and
direction of migration processes in the country. In the last
decades migration condition has undergone a number of changes
under the impact of different factors in the country. In early
1990 the Daghlig Garabagh conflict, occupation of 20 percent of
the Azerbaijani territories and as a result of this the political
instability and socio-economic difficulties in the transition
period connected with one million refugees and displaced
people and loss of 300 million work places were one of the
reasons that people left the country. In this period migration
differed with its intensity. In 1990the surplus of migration was
11
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amounted 53.6 million people. As a result of achievement of
political and microeconomic stability in the country gradual
decline of migration from the country has been observed since
the mid-1990s. In the next years constant socio-economic
growth is observed in the country. Thus, purposeful actions
directed to the development of the regions, opportunities for
businessmen, new work places, improvement of the social
guarantee of the cityzens and welfare of the population as a
whole are run in the country.
These factors caused that since 2008 the migration surplus
contained +2.0 thousand people in 2012 and this is a positive
case. As there is no information about the age-gender
composition of the migrants as a whole, this makes difficulties
to analyze pricisely its impact on the age-gender structure of the
population in the migration processes. The available data paves
the way to say that traditionally the age structure of the
immigrants contains more the workers of able-bodied and
economically productive age. Emigration grows in the older age
groups that it may be due to several reasons – moving to the
regions that have more comfortable social, climatic, ecological
condition, as well as visiting their children that live abroad.
But, as imigrants and the special percentage of immigrants are
unimportant in the common structure of the population, the
impact of migration of the age structure is unimportant.
For the purpose to understand fully the tendency of current
and future development of the population in the Azerbaijan
Republic let's take a more detailed look at the changes in the age
structure of the population in the country. As, it is seen in the
table (Table 1), since early 1990s of the last century the more
birth rate decreased, the more the share of children in the age
structure of the population began to decline gradually. Thus, in
early 1990 32.9 percent of the population was of the younger
age group of 0-14, but in early 2012 this figure diminished by 13
percent and the share of children in the age structure of the
population contained 22.2 percent. During this period the
12
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number of the population aged 65 and more grew and its special
pesentage increased from 4.8 percent to 5.8. Able-bodied ages
grew significantly, too. Thus, the number of the population aged
15-64 incerased by 50 percent and the share of this group in the
common structure of the population changed from 62.3 percent
into 72.0 (Table 1).
Table 1. The number of the population of the Azerbaijan
Republic and the characteristics of the age structure, 2001-2015

Regular decline in birth from the high indicators to low
level stipulates population aging. The basic characteristic of the
age structure is considered the middle age that divides the
population into two. In Azerbaijan the middle age grew from 24
in 1990 to 29 in 2011, and this shows the population ageing.
Also, the ageing code used to estimate the dynamics of the
ageing process during this period has also changed (the number
of the population aged 65 and more the ratio of aged 0-14).
13
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It should be noted that in overall the international practice
to estimate demographic ageing as a criterion the share of the
population aged 65 and more is considered.
According to the demographic aging scale of the UN, if
the share of the population aged 65 and more is less than % 4,
population is considered young, and if this percentage is less
that % 7 – the population is considered elderly, if it equals % 7
and more – the population is considred old. In accordance with
this criterion and due to the indicators mentioned above the
Azerbaijani population is considered old. (Table 2)
Table 2. Distribution of age groups
(for the beginning of the year)
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At able-bodied age demographic load indicator of the
population refers to the list of the indicators widely used to
estimate the indicator of the load computed per 100 people and
evaluation of the age structure. (Table 3)
Table 3. Demographic load rate in the Azerbaijan
Republic, 2000-2015

Such a point appears in the current stage of demographic
development that the total number of potential employees
includes less dependent population, as a result we get wide
opportunities to obtain demographic dividend. Taking into
account given above, when using human resources effectively
and giving opportunity for productive business we can expect
socio-economic growth and sustainable development.
Perspectives of Demographic Development
Prediction of demographic processes and development of
population is considered a key factor in formation and
realization of effective socio-economic policy and in prividing
sustainable development in the country. To predict
socio-economic development, data about the population, as well
as the reproduction mode of the population, growth mode,
15
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age-gender composition, settlement of the population in the
country and other additional characteristics and features should
be taken into account.
Solvation of geo-political issues requires information
refered to perpectives of
demographic development to
improve social infrastructure, as well as construct residents, plan
pre-schools, shcools and medical facilities, estimate demands for
this and other kinds of goods and services in the future. Future
demografic development perspectives are predicted on the basis
of explanation from the point of learning plans of billions of
people in certain periods, objective laws of development of the
society defining their demographic behevour, decision and
activity, economic, social, psychological, ethno-cultural and
other factors. Demografic development perspectives are
prepared in differet variants based on a number of hypothesises
about characterictics of birth, death and migration. The most
realistic option of reproduction being expected from the
prepared perspectives (modes) are considered as a prediction.
The trust of the information depends on punctuality of the first
information – census of population, current registration of of
demographic events. At the same time, taking into account
complex evaluation of socio-economic condition on demographic developmment expected in preparation of a reliable
prediction, justification of assumptions are of crucial importance. Evaluation of future changes in the number of the
population and age compositon in terms of socio-economic
growth in the country is considered a the most significant factor.
Recently according to the demographic tendencies, growth in
the number of the population in the Republic of Azerbaijan is
expected to continue and according to the the predictive
calculations, the number of the population will grow by 33
percent and compose 12.3 million people in 2050. Taking into
account the indicator charachterized the demographic processes,
we can note that growth in the number of the population will be
observed through the natural growth. The current growth
16
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tendency of birth is expected to continue till 2016-2017. In the
next periods birth rate in the country is predicted to be stabilized
by decreasing and compose 19 newborns per 1000 people in
2050. Decline in the total rate of birth is explained through the
changes in the number of women of repoductive age as a result
of alternation of generations. Till 2017 there will be a number
of cohorts of reporductive age born in 1980-1990s. After 2017 a
slight decline in birth rate will occur due to the few generations
born in 1994-2002 that will pass their reproductive age. Taking
into account intencification in a tendency from families with
multiple children to small ones, the tendency registered till 2050
is expected to continue. Taking into account ethno-cultural
characterisrics appeared throughout the history in formation of a
familiy in the Azerbayjani Republic, transition to a small family
is not expected. Despite of the tendency to the decline in birth,
due to the analyses of the birth indicators and the demographic
condition, reporductive rate for providing future reproduction of
the population is expected to be in the required level.
In the last years death indocators characterized with
relative stability, taking into account the current age-gender
structure and future changes in this structure, also dynamics of
common socio-economic proqress
in the country, it is
predicted that the common death rate will account 5.9 per 1000
people. The positive dynamics of the projected rates of death by
age among infants (under the age of 1), children (under the age
of 5) and men able bodied aged will be observed. But in contrast
with 2011, as a result of growth in the absolute and relative
number of the population aged 65 and above, death rate in the
country will compose 5.9 per 1000 people. The increase in life
expectancy in this contingent of the population plays an
important role in increasing the number.
Thus, life expectancy at birth for the general population in
2050 is predicted to compose 77.3 ages; also for men - 75.6 and
for women – 79. Increase in life expectancy at birth is expected
through the use of available potential of reducing death of
17
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children (aged 0-4) and people of able-bodied age and life
expectancy of especially elderly people. Prediction of the
tendencies, firstly, comes from ensuring the strengthening of
public health – one of the strategic duty put forward in the
country these days and work in this field.
It is known that prediction of the total number of the
population allows getting limited information. The future
composition of the population, firstly, age-gender structure is
of great importance. Some changes is expected in the age
composition of the population in the Republic of Azerbaijan till
2050. In the coming decades, as in all countries, a global
demographic tendency will clearly manifest in our country.
World-wide, according to the UN data, during the period
of 1950-2010 the number of the world's population increased by
2.7 times, the age group of 0-14 grew 2.1 times, the age
group of 15-64 - 3 times and the age group of 65 and older - 4
times. According to the UN data, in contrast with 2010 the
world population is expected to increase 1.3 times in 2050; in
the age group of 0-14 - 1.0 times, in the age group of 15-64 1.3 times, 65 and older - 2.9 times. Thus, 16.2 percent of the
world population will compose people aged 65 and older in
2050. In Azerbaijan, in contrast with 2010, the population is
predicted to grow 1.4 times in 2050; 1.2 times in the age group
of 0-14 , 1.2 times in the age group of 15-64, 2.8 times in the
age group of 65 and older. Thus, the current growth in the
structure of the population in the age group of 65 and above is
expected to maitain and the special share of this category of the
population will reach from 12.2 percent in 2010 to 5.8 percent in
2050. (Table 3)

18
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Table 3. The expected number of the age groups in the
Azerbaijan Republic, in percentages, 2010-2050

According to the predictive calculations, as a result of
future changes in demographic development, in the total
structure of the population the share of the able-bodied
people of working age (aged 15-64) will decrease from 72.3
percent in 2011 to 64 in 2050. Children (aged 0-14) will hit 23.8
percent of the total number of the population. Along with it, as
mentioned above, the highest growth will be observed among
the population aged 65 and above. The changes expected in the
structure of the age group of the population will be reflected in
the demographic changes in freight rates. Thus, high growth will
occur in the demographic freight rate of the adults showing the
number of elderly people aged 65 and over per 1000 people with
able-bodied age. During 2011-2050 this indicator will increase
more than 2 times and the number of potencial workers per the
eldely people will be 19.1 in 2050 (Table 4).
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Table 4. Demographic freight rate in the Republic of
Azerbaijan, 2010-2050
Rates

2010

Demographic
freight rate 31.0
of children
Demographic
8.1
freight rate
of adults
Total
demographic 39.1
freight rate

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

32.2

33.7

34.9

35.5

35.9

36.3

36.8

37.2

9.0

10.2

10.9

12.3

13.8

15.5

17.2

19.1

41.2

43.9

45.9

47.8

49.7

51.8

54.0

56.3

Growth in the total demographic freight rate will be
observed by aging of the population in the country. Thus,
according to the indicators of the results in 2011, if the total
demographic freight rate was 38.8, this indicator is predicted to
increase by 56.3.
Growth in the total demographic rate produces additional
problems for social security, especially pension and health care
systems and requires new approaches and additional state funds
and big changes in the social infrastructure. In this connection, as
expected results of regular grow of longevity, a number of people
with able-bodied age will soon encounter their pension age. From
one side, load for pension and health care system will grow; on the
other side there will be an apportunity to receive the second
demographic dividend. It must be noted that for receiving the
second demographic dividend, it is necessary to create a system in
advance to inspire able-bodied people and especially older age
groups to save deposits (cash reserves). (The demographic
dividend theme is more discussed in Chapter 1)
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Demographic policy
Demographic policy is considered a significant element
for long-term complex planning of socio-economic growth in
the country. Demographic policy means the state bodies
regulating the process of reproduction of the population and
purposeful activity of other social institutions. Sometimes other
terms are also used in the context connected with activity in the
field of population growth: socio-demographic policy, policy
on population occupancy, family policy; family planning,
population planning, birth control; birth regulation, management
of demographic processes and others. According to its meaning,
a closer term to “demographic policy” is “development policy
of population”; they are usually understood as sinonyms. In
general, development policy of population is regulation of
demographic processes, along with it, it is a concept embracing
the fields of employment and working conditions, also standards
of life (incomes, education, health, social security).
The structure of the demographic policy, like any political
activity, is an important component: 1) identification of objectives
and tasks; 2) working on the mechanizm to implement them.
Generally, objectives and tasks of the demographic policy is
desirable form mode of reproduction of population, growth rates of
population, changes in the population structure, birth, mortality,
family composition, deployment of population, domestic and
foreign migration and maintaining or changing tendencies in
the field of quality characteristics of the population. Objectives and tasks of the demographic policy, as a rule, is formed in
state programs, in measure plans, legislative and other legal acts,
and resolutions.
Activity Program accepted in the international program on
“Population and Development” hold in Cairo in 1994 has an
important place in the formation of population growth policy.
The consept of population covers all aspects of every human and
his/her life. In this context, it is not accidental that problems and
21
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themes on the point of ground fields about population and
growth were discussed during the international conference in
Cairo. This international conference was one of the biggest
conferences of the UN that emphsized significance of relations
of population, regular development and human rights .
The Activity Program describes the prinsipals of
development policy that provides regular growth and welfare of
population, goals and measures in comprehensive and integrated way. To gain the goals of the Activity Program all the
governmental and non-governmental organizations were called
to combine their forces in the national and international level.
The Program was accepted by 179 countries, including the
Azerbaijani Rebuplic. Taking into account the global characteristics of the problems discussed at the Intenational
Conference, Heydar Aliyev, the president of the Azerbajani
Republic, participated at the International Forum on population
growth hold in Cairo in 1994 and noted the extreme importance
of the forum for the Azerbaijan Republic
The main nuances accepted at the conference on
Population and Growth were approved at the World Summit for
Social Development hold in 1995 and the 4th World Conference
on Women. Along with it, the Activity Program presented in
Cairo is coordinated with Millennium Development Goals 8
accepted at the Summit of the Millenium. One of the main goals
of the Activity Program in Cairo is to establish and improve
family planning programs in the country, strengthen reproductive health throughout the life and to provide reproductive
rights. Along with it, cases of reducing maternal and child
mortality, also taking into account the gender aspects, a number
of goals and targets about common education were identified in
the Program. It is highlighted in the Activity Program in order to
achieve global sustainable development, also resources allocated
to health and education sectors should be increased. Population
and growth problems on the basis of human rights, different
independent options, wide participation of all groups of society
22
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and the principal of respect for cultural differences were
discussed.
Important works were carried out in the line of realization
of principals of the Activity Program on Population and Activity
during the conference in Cairo. Political decisions on the
population and sustainable development in the Republic of
Azerbaijan started after the International Program and problems
on population growth on the basis of a comprehensive approach
are concluded to the policy and strategy in the country and being
carried out today. In order to provide sustainable development
and economic growth in the counrty it was accepted, as the basis,
to create appropriate conditions in the field of development of
human recources and realization of the population potentials. In
order to form state policy in the field of population growth in the
Republic of Azerbaijan, the Demographic Development Concept
was prepared among Easten Aurope and the states in CIS for the
first time and approved by Order No. 290 of the President of the
Republic of Azerbaijan on December 9, 1999. The Consept, on
the basis of national interests, is based on the principals of the
documents approved at the International Conference on
Population and Development in 1994 in Cairo, the World
Summit for Social Development (Copenhagen, 1995) and
International Conference on Women (Pekin, 1994). "The state
program on the development of demography and population in
Azerbaijan Republic" was prepared on the basis of the Concept
of the Demographic Development and approved by the
Presidential Decree No. 517 on November 11, 2004.
The main objective of the program is to achieve the
optimum reproduction, increase the length of the average life
expectancy, strengthen the protection of mothers and children,
to create socio-economic condition for development of families
and define the ways of regulating migration processes.
Identifying medium-term strategy for the demographic and
population growth, this Program is being implemented in
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coordination with other accepted state programs on socio-economic growth in the Azerbaijani Respublic.
The main goal of the state policy in the field of population
growth is increase the quantity and quality of the population in
accordance with the country's development strategy. Quality of
the population is a complex concept combining the economic
(employment, per capita income, calorie nutrition), social (the
state of the health system, citizens' security, development of
democratic institutions), cultural (literacy and cultural
institutions), ecological (environmental condition) and other
conditions. At the same time, the main priority of the strategy
of sustainable development of the state is considered
strengthening health of the population and ensurence of demographic safety that meets geopolitical and national demands. The
main tasks of the state policy in this area is reflected in the
Demographic Development Concept of the country and
characterized as follows:
- creating conditions that will ensure fertility rate which is
necessary for normal reproduction of the quantity and quality of
the population;
- reducing mortality and improving people's health and life
- resolution of marriage and divorce processes in a manner
consistent with the interests of society as a whole and each
family;
- regulation of migration processes taking into account the
near and far future prospects of social progress;
- to create conditions to improve the population's
settlement in the country, as well as in the occupied regions and
increase demographic potential guiding the socio-economic,
political and demographic interests of the country;
- to promote and exchange moral and ethical values of the
family institution and to regulate formation of a healthy lifestyle
in accordance with the norms.
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The basic principles of the Demographic Policy are formed in the Development Concept of the Republic of Azerbaijan
and follows as:
- to establish demographic policy in full compliance with
ensurence of rights and freedoms of the citizens and carry out it
without depending on nationality, race, sex, age, religion, origin,
property status, political and other convictions.
- stability and longterm – a demographic policy being
stable, purposeful and covering a long-term;
- social justice – to protect interests of the population of all
socio-demographic groups and levels (women, men, the younth,
the retired, people with disabilities, the elderly, refugees and
internally displaced people, etc.);
- complexity - not the measures taken separately, but as a
system, interaction of the demographic development program
with other proqrams carried out and its implementation in order
to get the maximum possible demographic results (education,
health, immigration, employment, placement of productive
forces, environmental protection and etc.);
- to set scientism - demographic policy through scientific
basis;
- to help in order to re-establish education, employment
and health services, also equality between gengers in the field of
sexual and reproductive health and family planning;
- to ensure the environmentally safe and sustainable
economic development in the Republic of Azerbaijan;
- To ensure the socio-economic development of the
country to tend to the present and future generation’s overall
growth.
- future development trends of this field and necessary
measures to be implemented on the basis of demographic
processes are reflected in the Action Plan of “the State Program
on the Development of Demography and Population in the
Republic of Azerbaijan.
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To optimize birth rate, protect motherhood and childhood,
support young families and increase sustainability of marriages,
improve working and living conditions of women, strengthen
public health, increase life expectancy, care for the elderly,
regulate migration process, train personnel in the field of
demography proper measures in the field of research work are
carried out in the framework of the Action Plan.
At the same time, in order to protect reproductive health of
the population to the principles of the International Conference on
Population and Development and also strengthen reproductive
health of population, create necessary conditions for healthy and
satisfying birth of children and reduce the incidence of morbidity
and mortality among mothers and children, proper measues are
being carried out in the framework of “Action Program on
Protection of Mother and Child Health” approved by the
decision of the Cabinet of Ministers of Azerbaijan in 2006.
As a result of the rehabilitation of the above-mentioned
actions, the recovery and protection of the future of the gene
pool and population will be provided. Along with it, one of the
priorities in the development of public health policy in
Azerbaijan is considered the strengthening of health and
extension of life expectancy. extension of life expectancy and as
a result, the share and increase in the absolute number of older
people, as in many countries around the world, causes
population to get old and special attention to the problems of the
elderly people goes to the fore. In this regard Special attention is
paid on social protection of the elderly people and maintaining
and improving the welfare of their social and other life and their
important needs.
In order to improve social condition of the elderly
citizens and to increase state support for them, “the State
Program on Social Protection of Older People” was approved
by the order of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan in
2006. That State Program has been developed being based on
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the positions stemming from the aging of the International
Madrid Action Plan.
At the same time, complex measures in the field of social
protection of older citizens are carried out in the framework of
“The State Program on the Development of Demography and
Population in Azerbaijan”, “the State Program on Poverty
Reduction and Sustainable Development in the Republic of
Azerbaijan in 2008-2015” and other state programs.
Focus on Social condition in Azerbaijan
In the countries with unemployment, as a result of
incomplete use of labor force economic system is able to use its
production capacity. Unemployment also undermines people’s
vital interests and makes them to fight for survival.
The obvious result of unemployment is an unproduced
product. If economy is not able to create enough work places for
people who want to work and for all able-bodied people, potential production and service are lost completely and do not
return again.
Thus, unemployment rate shows main indicators of
general condition of economy in a country. One of the main
priorities of each country's economic and social policy is to
maintain unemployment figures at minimum level.
In order to ensure employment in each country's economic
and social policies there is a defined direction and a legal system
which sets the direction.
Though policies defined by the states are different in order
to ensure employment, there are common principals that connect
them.
At present, there is employment policy in each of the
member states of European Union and this policy is based on
sound economic system in each of these countries. However at
present determining the common employment policy is of great
importance in Europe. Thus, in various parts of the world the
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employment policy within the boundaries of regional or single
political space is being formed. Under conditions of rapid flow
and movement of workforce and in the global world
Co-ordination of the employment policies in the countries,
especially the various countries in a single political space is of
great importance. But every country that wants to participate in
global employment problems must have a perfect employment
policy within its national borders.
In the last one year – after the selling price for oil declined
more than twice, the flow of workforce that is key elements of
the country's productive force has increased.
Employment problems in Azerbaijan are connected with
deep socio-economic factors. The results of non efficient use
of labor resouces in the country shows its negative reflection
even two years ago when economic tempo was higher. It is
possible to stipulate problems connected with employment in
the country through objective and subjective factors. As in a
post-sociolist place, also in Azerbaijan deep economic crisis in
late 1980s in the last century caused decline in economic
activity, public commotion, worsening of financial situation of
the larger population in the initial phase of the transition period.
Occupation of 20 percent of the territories, more than 4 thousand
industry and agricultural enterprises and more than 300
thousand workplaces abandoned in the occupied regions, more
that 1 million refugess and displaced people had a negative
affect on economic and social situation and aggravated
employment conditions. Thus, one of the most serious problems
of ensuring employment in the country is that 20 percent of the
territories are under occupation. Along with the abovementioned
factors, there are a number of subjective factors that deep the
problems in the employment field.
According to the World Bank, in the last decade in the line
of decline in poverty in Azerbaijan and increase in common
welfare, considerable progress has been made.
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The poverty rate declined from about 50 percent of people
in early 2000s to5 percent in 2015 and this process was observed
with growth from 4 percent of the people to 29 of the avarage
class during that period. Thereby, the special number of the
avarage level rose several times and extreme poverty has almost
been eliminated.
These achievements were gained through the use of oil
incomes to provide exceptional economic figures chracterized
with economic rise composing 13 percent on average per year
and state expenditures.
It is noted that in the atmosphere of current low oil price,
dicrease in oil production and indefinite regional economic
perspectives, Azerbaijan seeks a new development mode that
will play a basic role of the private sector.
During the last year (2015) though economy developed
successfully and the price of oil decreased at the end of the year,
economy in Azerbaijan rose by 3 percent and non-oil sector
grew by 7 percent. Inflation became 1,4 percent, incomes of the
population increased by 4.8 percent. The year of 2015 was
observed with economic crisis and serious shocks in the
currency and energy market. Economic recession dominated in
the first half of the year, because the price of oil was two times
lower in contrast with the corresponding period of the previous
year.
Generally, 1 million 400 thousand workplaces opened in
the last 12 years in Azerbaijan that 1 million are permanent
workplaces. With its help, according to the results of the year,
unemployment rate in Azerbaijan was 5 percent.
According to the sources of the State Statistics Committee,
the number of persons who were given an official unemployment status by employment agencies in the country on Octorber
1, 2016 was 33,8 thousand; 37,9 percent were women. The
average amount of unemployment benefit totaled 247.3 manats.
The number of hired workers in Azerbaijan has been 1513,7
thousand people on november 1 this year; 888,4 thousand
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worked in public sectors of economy, 625,3 thousand in
non-state sectors.
According to the sources of the State Statistics Committee,
22,1% of hired-workers occupied education system, 19,0% at
trade; repair of motor vehicles, 13,1% at industry, 8,8% at health
care and social services, 7,1% at public administration and
defense, social security, 6,1% ar cinstruction, 4,6% at transport
and storage, 3,7% at professional, scientific and technical
activities, 3,1% at farming, forestry and fishing, 1,7% at
financial and insurance activities and 10,7% other sectors of the
economy.
The average monthly nominal wage of hired employees in
the economy, compared to the same period of the previous year,
grew by 6,9% and became 493,8 manats in January-October in
2016. The average monthly nominal wage was higher in the
fields of mining economy, financial and insurance activities,
professional, scientific and technical activities, construction, as
well as information and communication.
The problem seems more evident in the field of adult
employment in Azerbaijan. On one side, it is related to that the
older generation is not able to meet demands for new occupations, on the other side, legislative system in the country
connected with it. So that the National Assembly of the
Republic of Azerbaijan accepted decision about “the
Amendments to the Labor Code of the Republic of Azerbaijan”
in 2011. According to the decision, age limit is 65 in the
institutions financed from the state budget. That is, the worker
of an institution financed from the state budget can work there
not more than a year every time with the permission of the chief
of a state institution. Activity period is not allowed to be
prolonged more than 5 years. All these make difficulties for
adults to find jobs.
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The History of Adult Education
Adult Education is a key field of the uninterrupted
educational system. We must remember that late XX century
early XXI crisis along the world is accepted as crisis of
competency level of people. Social and national conflicts occur
because of incompetency of executors, terrible accidents, laws
that can not be carried out reflect itself in ecology and production.
Because of incompetency and bad manners of people, the natural
resources are destroyed and looted. Since 1970s western scientists,
philosophers, sociologists, psychologists, educators and edukologists (scientists engaged theoretical problems in the development
of education) have come such a conclusion that people's
knowledge and skills that fall behind quickly make difficulties
for them to cope with changes happening around. That is why,
the way out of crisis situation is to set an emergency training
program to strengthen adults competency. These programs must
teach people to be ready for changes in the world. We must not
forget that adults are responsible for modern life. Just that is
why it is accepted in the international arena that, adult education
is the key of the XXI century. Therefore, the professionalism of
adults comes to the fore. And it is connected with scientific and
technological progress, economic development, emergence of
new technologies, in connection with them increase in
unemployment and displeasure in social relations. In the world's
developed countries, they certainly comprehended that
efficiency of production activity requires modern people with
professional skills and also cultural. moral, psychologically
developed skills. Only such person can consider himself/herself
a full member of society, family and collective. And he/she can
get it with permenent education in the system of adult education.
The content of adult aducation should meet concrete
demands of people and cover practically all spheres of
knowledge and all aspects of life. It can be conditionally divided
into two parts:
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1. with social role
2. all-cultural
In the
first option with social role, being connected
with meeting educational demands, adult education allows the
person to find his/her place in different fields of activity, master
professional knowledges, skills and habits and take a special
place in social and family life, helps the individual to develop in
this field. This section is divided in three groups, too:
To improve and renew his/her knowledges in order to
meet demands in production as a specialized person;
To master skills, habbits and personal qualities in order to
meet demands to carry out his role as a family member;
To improve and provide his/her development in order to
carry out his functions succesfully as a member of the society.
We can divide adult education into three parts in terms of
the content in the all-cultural field:
Secondary – to meet the individual’s demands in order to
master secondary education;
Education ensuring the development of the adult’s
personality as an individual;
Education ensuring pithy and interesting rest of the
person.
Thereby, basic goals and functions of adult education are
focused on that if it meets the demands of the personality,
society and economy;
- improvement of the personality;
- adaptation of society - personality to the realities of life
and formation of social activity;
- The main aims and functions of adults’education is to
meet personal, social and economical needs.
- development of competent and active employees in
economy.
The content of secondary education of adults does not so
much differ from secondary education of children, because the
purpose of this direction is to teach the adult knowledges, skills
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and habits in accordance with the state standards of secondary
education.
There are two sides of main features of the content of
secondary education of adults:
I - co-ordination of secondary education with professional
and all-cultural training.
II – The volume and diversity of the content are
considered in mastering teaching materials.
All-cultural education of adults should meet the person’s
development demands, but not damage his/her health and not
violate his rest. It should focus on the following areas:
- to teach human values;
- to master skills and habits to manage his/her personality,
to realize spiritual development and his/her own identity;
- to acquire knowledge and skills to maintain their health;
- to acquire information, skills and habits to organize pithy
rest of his/her own.
Adult education with social role helps to define his/her
particular position in different fields of activity, improve
professional knowledges, skills and habits needed in the process
of production and to master knowledges necessary for social and
family life. Thus, adult education is a field of study that provides
students with educational services.
Education is regarded as subjects of adults. It is necessary
to know the different stages of aging.
Stages of aging: youth, manhoodness, maturity, old age. In
these stages social expectations, desires, aspirations and real
possibilities of adults’ main psycho-physical development
emerge in various stages of actions. At the same time, in this
period critical situations begine to show itself in the human’s
family, age and personal life.
An andragog is a specialist engaged in adult education.
The activity scope of andragogs: teachers working at institutions
adult education, professionals who are working in other areas of
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adults, rulers, social workers, lawyers, doctors, tourism workers,
employees at houses of people with disabilities, and others.
The andragog’s professional quality include as follows:
- an ability to communicate with the elderly in cooperative
relations;
- to master persuasive information-communication model
- to identify problems for students;
- to see and evaluate students’ success.
The andragog must be competent from the interactive and
communicative context and be familiar with the ways of
self-education from the professional point of view.
There are types of adult education which was formalized
in the former Soviet era and nowadays is acting in our republic,
even differs with its innovations and successful features.
Within the framework of formal education:
- Evening general secondary education in secondary
schools
- vocational and technical courses for various periods in
vocational-technical schools and lyceums;
- secondary special education in evening and
correspondence courses at secondary vocational schools;
- higher education in evening and correspondence courses
at higher institutions;
- additional post-graduate education
Many years of professional experience in training in the
country shows that pedagogical employees is now forced to
come to training courses on the basis of utilitarian motivation
and in many cases, require specific guidelines of this and other
issues of curriculum. However, studies show that inefficiency of
the teacher work is because of lack of knowledge in pedagogy,
psychology, that is deep training technologies, because of
incompetence. But many of them separates these problems from
the practical requirements, are bored in classes, become passive
listeners.
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Adult education is connected with adults’s inner incentive
problem – their mentality. Workers of employment centers face
this difficulty more when they teach unemloyees these new
professions. Unlike in the past, now people require jobs on their
specialties from employment centers,they do not try to examine
their power in new fields, do not want to go certain courses to
master new professions or attending the classes they do not want
to be morally present there. As a result od such training, they is
no inner motivation for the new profession, it means that they do
not join the training voluntarily.
We have enquired such cases several times in the process
of teachers’ mastering a second profession.
Today
postgraduate education in the country or training and retraining
specialists does not cover full education of adults, or rather, does
not meet the demands of world standards in this field.
Each stage in the development of society brings changes
and innovations to the values of human being and especially
educational values. At all stages of human history education
has accompanied human life in different forms. In this case it is
always a process that continuously takes to improve and change.
At the same time at different stages of history special purposes
of educational activities comes out naturally. And they assume
the responsibility of creating educational institutions and
mastering professions that meets modern demands for training
human for life, and entering the cultural and art world.
No doubt, this training by social institutions provides
mastering a new experience by human and obtaining optimal
professional training in a certain field of social life. Along with
it, personal experience puts live life-learning process into the
second plan. In fact, learning in the contex of inner demands of
“Mine”/ is not understood as an accepted idea. If knowledge
and skills are outside of the leaner’s real life experience,
scientific and in the period of technical progress they substitute
natural human mind, however no certain unilateral positive
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results are obtained. The more technocratic thinking dominates
this time.
It is necessary to note that in society in modern time the
idea ‘every specialist should thoroughly think’ is contrary to the
content of education focused on spesialist model. Such
orientation deprives the specialist from the oppotunities to see
horizons of situation, how to work in such situation, choose
alternative images of the future and draw an action plan. As a
result, purposeful activities are not carried out in order to change
the situation and inactivity manifests itself. In this case, it is not
surprising that the idea of mastering universal values for a
number of specialists remains as a slogan so far, does not
change into their action motive. In the developed countries
orientation of content and forms of education to
democratization, humanity and realization of social society and
human practice has became demads of the time. It is not
accidental that while talking about the changes of the content of
education “Education Reform Program of the Republic of
Azerbaijan” writes: being based on the principles of
democratization, humanitarization, integration, differentiation
and individualization, to establish a new education system
regarding the formation of the student as an individual and
changing his/her educational process into the main subject as a
key task, based on the national foundation and human values, in
order to serve for the student’s benefit”. All these are tasks in
front of adult education as a whole.
All these forms provide the values of knowledge,
adaptation to them, transformation from one education system
into another one and convenience and stability of adaptation.
Along with it, scientific-technological development seriously
changes the meaning of expression of educated man. This
attitude does not look like the ones in the last century. Those
times an educated man - a man trained in education allowed to
express opinions about a man fitting more ethic consept, his/her
civic activity and culture. In modern age safety of life is
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measured not just with human’s functional literacy, but, first of
all, his/her independence and responsiblity to accept all
decisions. Such qualities of personality reflect itself in the
modern sense of human image mastered education. The way
from thought to intellect and perfection takes human to the
world of a new life and knowledge. Practic intellect and
perfection are a quality that human did not lose his/her relations
wtih the real life and humanity. If so, then the objectivity of
truth and justice are necessarily for everyone. At this time
multi-stage transition and, in this regard, division between labor
and science are independent impact of those who serve him on
the human mind.
Education programs in different areas to reflect the
integration of knowledge are today’s demand for integration of
human mind, its wisdom and personal experience with life itleft.
If human’s practice is rich, his/her life attitudes thought for
situations and approaches are different. Certainly, it happens
when he/she has a purpose. Widening of the students’ point of
view is becoming more important in education and especially
in adult education in modern time. Their integration to
knowledge they mastered is of great importance. And this
contributes them to solve their vital problems. Gradual
expansion of range of adults’ outlook in education has became a
main direction and guidance of students to integration of
knowledge helps to solve problems of vital importance. Some
European scientists call the content of training and unification of
the unique experience of students given even in the programs
“coordinated integration” that assists to solve similar features
and difference of old and new knowledge and contradictions.
Implementation of this principle allows to see an obvious certain
new oppinion from new and modern aspect, knowledge and
skills of students to integrate and enter the education system.
Applying certain methods and organizational measures turn the
content of old practice into significant component and expand
the limits of necessity. combining and linking different practices
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comtributes to expand the the range of vision for the situation
and to describe their various perpectives in the discussion of
new situations. Results of coordinated integration process by the
students, first view of the situation is constructed with new
knowledge in the basis of past knowledge of practice. Smart
approach to the understanding process is comprehension of
globalizing the practical affect on human himself/herself and the
nature “in spirituality scales”. If such a purpose is
comprehended by individual members of the community and
carried out in different education programs (even in mass
media), then this case is changed into comprehended form of
ethics of not only peoples creating technologies, but also of
simple people.
Those who master new knowledge join creative process
together with the teacher in education action. But this is a
moment of inner attitude of human to knowledge. The other
moment is participation of the role of this knowledge in the life
of modern society in the evaluation problem from the social
point of view. In other words, they join to apply and use
innovations themselves and carry social responsibility.
It can be asked: which inner powers push people to the
path of practical mind and perfection. It is interesting if people
can master this level not in old age, but also in younger age. Of
course, the answer to this question is ambiguous, far from
simplicity.
But it is obvious that, as a result of scientific attitude to the
development of civilization, in the modern world with global
challenges put this question in all its forms in front of education
system. This blessing given by the nature has social character in
terms of its intestine content. But it is impossible for it to recieve
every type of practice without examining and understanding.
Along with it, is it able to carry this responsibility? Will he carry
out spiritual demands? Will the andragog become a permenant
effective sense? In this regard, one problem involves attention
in modern education. Human can differ demands from
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opportunities and carrying them out in daily life. and must make
the right decision. Today a phenomenon that characterizes
children and adult education process is a matter of critical
thinking. He should critically approach to other people’s
practice, information recieved from different references, and
even his own practice in every situation. If, thinking naturally
refers to the experience and consciousness that serve it, he
checks future results in advance and then recieves it as reality
and a fact. No doubt, critical approach to the information means
people join the comprehension process. It is necessary to note
that consciousness of modern philosophical methodology pays
more attention on the criteria of practical knowledge. Moreover,
at this time it is more attentive about the processes happening in
human life, the comprehended events and importance of their
results for human and those who are around him. All these put
forward new psuchological challenges in the field of adult
ecudation.
The regulation of results on basis of the criterias of
practical importance, productivity of comprehension and
importance of private education reflex should should be
emphasized.
In order to meet the vital demands for their own
comprehension process of human is of crusial importance and it
is considered the first stage of human activity. Because human
gets abstract and vague knowledge as a key goal of
comprehension in order to comprehend the world and the
processes happening in the world. For this purpose, of course,
human joins education and social processes with his/her mind
and human motives.
Human being involved in the processes happening in the
world gives the pave to be interested in the cognitive processes.
That's why, an adult does not needs to apply his interests of
comprehension. This time, if his/her own skills and use of them
to solve this or other problem, or just, participation is required,
this process stimulates his/her comprehension and produces trust
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in his/her skills and capabilities. And this realizes opportunities
to find the answer the questions of his own.
Thereby, modern problems of adult education emphasizes
such natural qualities (criticism, openness, etc.) of human mind,
because they change cognitive process into the regulator of
human morality. Human predicts events, makes decision, feels a
sense of anxiety about emotional results and is responsible for
these as a whole.
Human understands completeness and reality of life
through this way of comprehension that takes him/her to
wisdom.
In the modern world such formulation of educational
values reveals a number of concrete challenges. One of them is
principals of identification of the centent of education in its
different stages (school, higher school, post-graduate, additional
training). Of course, you can think of it as, the person
understands evaluating knowledge pursuant to his/her own
practice, use them at stages of education and being responsable
from the social aspect.
At present most specialists working in the field of
education see formation of human skills in global individual
vital situations to integrate into the content of the situation. If
children and teenagers see integration of contents of subjects
tought in school, they understand that contemporary global
challenges are of universal character and every person is
mentally responsable to find way out from them.
The other problem is enriching gained practice, because it
is human’s inner foothold and one of power sources of identity,
and it helps to evaluate different kinds of knowledge in turms of
humanistic and universal position. Perheps, if we have an
approach to this issue from a wide and retrospective scale of
attitude, it may be clear that he was not tought something or did
not learn something in school and forgot something. That time
the role of the student, school in the life of future old man and
the teacher comes to the fore.
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Individual and Intellectual Development
and Education of an Elderly Man
The practice in the developed countries shows that in the
last decay progressive and stable development of society occurs
as a result of new technologies and use of them. Depending on
that, human has clothes, friends, material condition and value of
life. Labor activity requires to solve various problems. That is
why, labor activity is one the basic conditions of development of
the elderly man. It shows that fundamentally improving adult
education is of great importance. In different periods of age
assessment of mastering skills of new knowledge of older
persons is of particular importance from psychological aspect.
As B.G. Ananyev, the Russian psychologist, noted, this covers
intellectual capacity of the elderly, personal development in new
direction in principle, psycho-physiological characteristics of
different age periods for training. The researches has allowed
that it is possible to evaluate the main development indicators
of mental functions from prognostic point of view. For example,
in the references on psychology while traditionally studing the
thinking process, its three main types are explained: figurative
thinking, verbal thinking and practical thinking. Stimulating
materials have specific features on the basis of this distribution
that solving this or any other issue and cognitive activity is
connected with the fact. Specific functions of the various sides
are evaluated in turms of integrative thinking, memory and
emporvement of attention. When it comes to assessing the level
of thinking, this accounts 100 conventional figure - 102,5 on
average between the ages of 18-25. Its importance decreases to
No. 95 at the ages of 26-29, it increases to No. 102 again at
30-33. At the ages of 34-40 it becomes No. 97 in 34-40. After
the age of 40 the range of human mind falls down to No. 7-8
compared with the previous level and at the ages of 41-50 to 89
and at 51-55 it is equel with No. 90,3. All these changes are
reflected in Table 1.
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Mind, memory and attention to the dynamics of age.
Table 1.
Age level
Attention
Mind
Memory
32-33
34-35
36-37
38-39
40-41
42-43
44-45
46-47
48-49
50-51
52-53
54-55

105
100
94
97
97,5
96
95,5
93,5
86
92
95,5
93,5

104
96
96
100
95
86
93
89
89
91
91
89

99
96
92
92
92
89
87
86
83
80
82
78

Thus, the level of the mind falls down at the ages of 41-50
compared with 36-40. A question can be raised: Do people’s
educational opportunities fall down at this age? As a result of the
investigation of the psychological and pedagogical literature, it
became clear from the scientific analyses that only practical
thinking from three types of mind falls down. It is reflected in the
following table.
Dynamics of kinds of the mind by ages.

Table 2.

Age

Figurative
thinking

Verbal
thinking

Practical
thinking

41

8,1

9,0

7,3

42

7,8

7,6

5,6

42
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43

8,3

8,4

4,8

44

9,5

9,4

5,5

45

8,5

8,5

7,1

46

8,5

8,1

5,1

47

8,7

8,7

6,4

48

8,6

8,7

6,5

49

8,2

7,5

5,0

50

7,9

8,0

4,6

51

8,6

9,1

7,8

52

7,8

7,8

5,8

53

8,9

9,3

7,3

54

8,2

9,0

7,6

55

7,4

8,2

6,3

Age dynamics of the mind and its different types conform
to training potential of the adult. Cognitive functions of
education should be understood not only in terms of
implementation, but also as the ability to comprehend
pedagogical influence
It became clear that development indicators of practical
and creative thinking are more prognostic. Success of education
depends on the development level of verbal-logical kind in the
atmosphere of training. This is explained by the fact that the
adults receive general notion when they participate in the
process of training and retraining on the professional field that
they will first be engaged in. Here the term “notion” has a
linquistic meaning, at the same time, “notion” has a
psychological meaning, also image, place and time is reflected
in the content of the consept of “notion”. Potential of adult
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students with the ages of 41-55 becomes high when they attend
training courses; statistically relative decline in the kinds of
verbal and figurative logic is carried out by means of
development and strategy of professional factor. Practical levels
of their mind significantly come down. But when joining the
retraining process, it reflects itself in comparison with the
younger. Practical kind of mind significantly influences when
adults master new professions, new knowledge in the retraining
process. It becomes clear that the more teaching materials are
new, the more students and explanation of visual- figurative
teaching materials are focused on. Excessive complexity and
uncertainty should not be allowed. We must not forget that
development level of figurative mind of the most adults is lower
than the average. (23-28%)
The results carried out have allowed that the facts that
functions of mind adapt the features of professional activity
emerge. And this happens in different cognitive quality levels.
The results show that an adult needs to get engaged in
professional activity nearly 8-10 years to adapt it. In this case,
intellectual structures define the levels of mastering training. As
a rule, this case happens at the ages of 35-40 in human life. In
this connection, let us remember that common level of memory
declines at the ages of 34-35. Afterwards, it begins to become
stable (this case is compatible with 90 and 91.8 points). at the
ages of 41-44 the level of memory does not decrease much in
comparison with the ages of 36-40 (this case is compatible with
90 and 91,8 points. This case decreases by 83 points at the ages
of 45-50. the level of memory at the ages of 51-55 changes a
little more. And becomes compatible with 81 points. Though
development level of attention begins to decrease at the ages of
49-50, it becomes stable in comparison with the ages of 34-48.
We can show the following micro ages in functional dynamics
of tree types of adults’ mind more than 40 years old: the ages of
41-44, 45-50 and 51-55. Each of the three contain the micro
ages of 41-45 that, unlike the practical kind of mind, this age
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differ with superiority of figurative and verbal-mental kinds. If
these microages are compared, it is necessary to note that levels
of both these sides of mind that are concretely learned and the
kinds do not decrease. And this testifies to highly maintain
capacity of comprehention (mastering knowledge).
The adult demonstrates himself as a unique individual in
the processes of edication and self-training. And along with it,
some common cases allow psychologists to come to such a
conclusion that self-realization and emergence of personal
qualities should motivate intensity of any other knowledge and
skills. So that androgogs and specialists in the other field of
adult education should know how these features influence
comprehention and intensification of cognitive processes.
Attitudes on processes of individual and group training are
impotrant to prepare optimization strategy and long-term plans
for compulsory education. In this case, it deals not only with
mastering knowledge and skills, but also development of this or
any other individual quality. These qualities inspire the adult for
self-training. These facts give certain information about specific
psychological nature of different groups of adults.
Development level of individual qualities of the person
changes to some extent. This change has specific characteristics
in men and women. Creativity in women is more stable. This
case does not reduce in any age levels. But in men this quality is
significantly reduced after 55 (criterion t = 2.3). More fast age
chages concerns to the range of interests of comprehention. This
feature both in men and women aged 26-40 is less to some
extent than in the first aging period (t = 2.2). Afterwards this
quality becomes stable. In the later aging periods changes have
no significant character. After 40, subjective control reduces in
comparison with both men and women (t=2.5). In this period the
level of subjective control in women reduces, too, in comparison
with men(t=2.5). Education level of adults afffects development
level of personal qualities. Researchers have studied these
features according to the education level in 6 half-terms.
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Table 3.

The Management Model of Adult Education
System in Azerbaijan
Traditionally, management is understood to influence
human, staff in order to carry out intended duties and functions.
In the systematic management, attention is mostly focused on
revealing and using attitudes and relationships with different
characters occured arround both inside and outside of the object
which is being studied. Basic characteristics of systematic
management of adult education are completeness of its structure,
interactive relations and realization of management processes by
this system. Sytematic manegement of adult education is also
using it purposefully and entirely in order to acquire components
of both one system and the object with complex system (of adult
education), structural sections, final results of domestic and
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foreign relations of governing bodies of processes and
effectiveness of adult education.
Adult education is a system in today’s modern sense.
Adult education – being part of the system of continuous
education, is an education process proving adaptation of
cityzens to the changes formimg in society and economy. The
aim of adult education is to provide citizens to take an active
and professional part in economic, social, political and cultural
life of society, that is permenantly changing, by developing
human capital by means of lifelong learning.
The system of adult education includes a number of
componenets acting in conjunction, for example, bodies ruling
adult education of different levels, education programs that take
into consideration different categories of old population, cultural
and educational organizations for adults and research centers
that envolved in adult education issues. Each part in this
education system is a complex subsystem in itself. But majority
of such vertical-horizontal educational institutions con not
acquire educational system in itself. It is obvious that system is
not just majotiry of objects, but also their entire coherent union.
In that case, system acquires new interactive qualities. These
qualities are not just mechanical totality of qualities of parts. So
that we need explanation of qualities of of adult education
system.
A number of authors site education programs, standards,
educational institutions and ruling bodies as indicators of the
system. These notions concern to the contents of each
educational system. Educational system that is directed to moral
and professional development of human and meets demands for
providing individual training is considered in the definition
reflected in the model of "Adult education" law. This aspect, no
doubt, can be regarded as the characteristics of adult education
system. In this approach, the factor foming adult education
system is to meet citizens’s educational demands. In this case,
the content must form from demands and meet the demands.
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Numerous educational needs of the person produce demands
for creation of differentiated educational services. Aim for their
types, analyses and evaluation raises.
Tendencies of socio-economic and socio-cultural
development should be taken into consideration in evaluation.
Being one of the sosial institutions, adult education,
generally, combines itself common chracteristics refered to the
system: aim; basic functions, structure, sub-system, relations,
adult education institutions, ruling bodies, management features,
domestic and foreign social environment, social demands and
the demands connected with educational action of the subject.
Study of development parameters of society and adult
education becomes important, because value of society and
value of education do not coincide. In order to subtantiate
development strategy of adult education, study of development
perspectives in the socio-economic field is of crutial importance,
because its multiple parameters directly and indirectly affect
educational development. At the same time, as we noted above,
these parameters itself depend on modern level of education and
development dynamics.
Adult education can also be understood as educational
services. Although, this system is endess from theoretical point
of view, but at the same time it depends on real condition and
opportinity in real practice.
It should be noted that adult education is itself, as a
system, part of permenent educational system. It means that, it is
both a system and a sub-system of educational system. In this
case, its sub-system is “designing” and training, e.i. new
methodologies, technologies, but sub-system of ruling can be
taken as scientific and methodical, personnel, material and
technical support. In other words, taking into account different
categories of adults and specific features of demands of groups,
training programs are being prepared. The training program is a
document defining the content of education prepared by
specialists. This document should define the capacity of
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knowledge and skills and meet adults’ demands who intend to
master knowledge. Special education programs are being
developed for people who wish to learn new professions,
specialists who want to enhance and improve their
qualifications, people with disabilities, refugees and displaced
people, demobilized persons and others. Coming to a conclusion, we can give the definition of adult education system as
follows: providing the elderly population and demographic
groups by means of educational programs with various features
in accordance with the requirements
means activity of
educational organizations under socio-economic and special
conditions.
Actually, adult education system is a process going
towards the goal and result. This process is a coherent action of
andragogs with old students, old students with each other and
organizers of education with andragogs. This dynamic featured
process provides human to adapt changings in society. And
this is an action to meet people’s demands in socio-econimic
field by means of new mastered knowledge. It, also being
result of education and self-training, chracterizes the
participation level of the person in the labor field and various
types of social activity.
Adult education has specific characteristics and is directed
to provide social and personal demands of adults. This system in
Azerbaijan contains activity of a number of institutions and
organizations fulfilling educational services with different
characters. This activity is directed to provide socio-professional
and cultural intrerests of the elderly population that training
institutions are carried out by means of cources, seminars,
circles and self-training forms with different characters.
Thus, adult education is a complex semi-functional
system. It paves the way for human to adapt education, culture,
health ensurance and harsh demands of a changing world, e.i. to
master social roles. Adult education is complex because it
contains different levels, sub-systems with different contents,
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units and relations. And all of them has specific domestic and
foreign relations. In this regard, adult education is becoming a
ruling object with complex system. So that it should be taken in
coherent action with environment and as their internal units,
parts (social and personal demands, objectives, functions,
implementation and effect of educational services ) as a total of
their contacts and relationships. Features of this system,
belonging to the management object, manifest in analyses of
the existing model of adult education in the republic. When we
talk about the structure of adult education system model, we
should note that it was taken into consideration that this model
was prepared in order to provide educational demands, that is
goals and duties to provide conditions and relations of
educational instutitions and the functional action of the system.
To creat adult education system modem, first of all, crisis
in the activity of educational system, especially, evening (shift)
secondary education institutions, serious shortcomings (under
the influence of economic difficulties) in the function of
post-graduate education institutions and etc. claimed that in
order to re-establish and improve an additional educational
system, that was destroyed to get effective results in education,
to adapt them to modern needs, to form a new model of adult
education system, that takes into considereation global processes
and in accordance with the objectives of integration to
European education, has become the demand of the day. In other
words, we should be involved in not common changes, but
changes in management; innovations. And these changes are to
use new functions of fundamental problems of adult education
and find solutions based on the new values of their duties.
Logical result of the renewed policy in adult education contains
the following basic duties: to train specialists that are required,
improve adult education as a whole or in part, and organize
ruling these basic parts of education.
It is evident that this can become important, as well as
ruling the field, to carry them out on the basis of state policy,
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special legislation, a legal and regulatory base and resource
provision.
The nature of education and the quality and volume of
educational services for adult education are of principal
importance.
Various educational institutions should take into
considereation demands and orders of community, state,
production, as well as audience – students.
There are various models of adult education system in
different countries in the world. These models have both similar
and different sides. However, despite the different features of
these models, their goals and duties are the same. In other
words, it is necessary to get high quality on all aspects of
education and create conditions for everybody that everyone
will able to evaluate results of education and improve their life
and labor activity. These goals and duties stand in front of adult
education. At present the system in Azerbaijan consists of two
main sections. The first section - full-time, part-time and
evening schools in order to conclude basis education of adults.
And this contains tree parts: primary, basic and secondary
education; evening; professonal distance education. All of these
types of education have a domestic relationship and possess
inheritance in educational programs. The second section is
post-graduage education. This section provides general and base
vocational training in training schools with new and rich
knowledge and new skills. This also contains mastering
comprehensive and cultural programs and professional
development and improvement. In this section people engaged
in training master to implement more complicated and high
duties. This section also contains adults’ postgraduate study,
doctorate, traineeship, though they they operate in higher
education and scientific research institutions. The section, at the
same time, contains forms of education organized in order to
meet the demands for education of different socio-demographic
groups of population. To involve adults to education may be
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attributed to the second section in the Baku Eurasion University
and The Caucasus University. It is necessary to pay attention to
relations of environment (state, politics, economics,
manufacturing, etc.) formed under the influence of the objective
facts on its individual elements. These relations should be
directed to complement each other in public and private needs.
So that, to approach to adult education as a whole system is of
great importance for ruling this system.
Systematic management created on the basis of analyses
of an complex sistematic object is based on the knowledge about
management of the education system gained earlier. This case is
a management system directed to create condition that provides
to carry out the goal to manage socio-educational demands of
human. This model of adult education system takes into
consideration the optimal control system. And it itself means
formation of social order and customers market (state-owned
enterprises, located in the regions, organizations, public
associations, enterprises, individuals) based on that it embodies
social, group and individual needs. Taking educational system
as a ruling object allows not only to analyze its structure, but
also define its content, as well as, to take it as a whole social
educational process. This contains the results of providing its
new goals, relations and demands. This attitude requires to
collect, analyze and predict infomation about tendencies occured
in all levels of the ruling process.
Solvation of economic and social problems in modern
society in our country shows that management, as in all fields,
should undergo fundermental changes in the field of adult
education, more precisely, to study and apply decisions adopted
in this field in order to carry out state policy based on
contemporary science.
Practice shows that solvation of economic and social
problems in modern society depends on management in the end,
as well as, improvement of management of adult education.
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Systematic application of technologies to the main
processes of ruling activity forms needs to use new rules. We
should note that technologies do not directly influence and do
not play so decisive role, as social organizational system raises
technological requirements to the level of social relations among
people. In this regard, adult education system manifests itself as
a pattern of the social object of management.
Systematic management of every social objects, events
and processes is an objective law and this is identifying
opportunities for facilities and revealing condition.
As a social object, management of adult education system
and social educational institutions is related to the object in
organic way in all levels under the ruling impact. This
relationship puts forward the requirement to take into
considereation internal and foreign condition of labor in all
levels. In this case, attention should be paid to their culture,
social group and communities that they belong to. In order to
rule all these processes, connect its sections,
organize
education process, obtain quality, hold monitoring and etc., a
model of ruling system should be formed.
Important social requirements come out on the basis of
analyses of individual, group and public education of adults.
Socio-economic, environmental, cultural, scientific, educational,
psychological and other types of requirements of customers and
those who need education identify goals and content of adult
education. And this is carried out by state and ruling bodies,
institutions and organizations, different groups and different
people.
Even though requirements are objective, they are formed
as orders of customers and people who need training. They are
carried out in the form of educational system and educational
services. These services reflect themselves in - legal and
regulatory, financial, logistical, personnel and personel and
program-methodical provision.
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The aim of educational system is meeting educational
demands. In order to carry it out people communicate in a
certain sense, they make practical relationship. These relations
are regulated with values, norms and principles of social and
cultural education being used at present and rules of different
groups. In order to meet socio-educational demands, purposeful
activities, regulation of relations, social education are carried out
in social institutions.
Systematic management methods used in ruling social
institutions is carried out as an integral part of the management
of adult education theory. Systematic management of education
passes through a number of stages as a practical action. At these
stages management tasks - content, consistency should be
followed.
Thus, systematic management of adult education is one of
its main features, achieving social result and skills for
adaptation to the new condition. Adaptation to and skills for
changing and renewing conditions are formed with training
tools, and this is the main task of adult education system.
From this point of view adult education system is a particular
institution that regulates the division of moral values directed to
provide social production and social security in society.
The teaching process carried out in this system, in fact,
guides development of personality. So that, one of the
management features of education system is complexity of its
action object (development process of a person). Because, at the
same time, a number of social systems (family, the people who
surround it, politics, economics, cultural events, media, etc.)
impact it. As a result, new quality begins to form in education
activity that an identity socializes, acquires new knowledge,
values, ethics rules, spiritual culture and develops them. As a
social institution, we can divide activity results of adult
education system into pedagogical and social directions. Under
the guise of educational results, an individual's personality
changes under the influence of the educational process and
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educational activities. And the changes in personality affects
his/her social morality. In this sense, educational results are of
social importance. So that, social consequences of educational
activities are taken as social innovation.
Importance and character of social changes and
innovations are measured through the levels of professonal,
economic, legal, valeological, environmental, socio-cultural
knowledge and skills, socialization of practical activities and
adaptation to the modern demands.
We can divide social results of educational activity into
different groups. On the basis of this division the person
identifies his/her place in updated socio-economic relations in
society. The direction of social consequences of such groups is
social innovations and personality change, as a result of
educational activities. These changings are as follows:
- individual legal consciousness;
- social status of citizens;
- personal relationship with the environment;
- attitude to personal involvement in solving social
problems;
- changes in social morality under the influence of new
commodity and financial relations in educational activity.
The first group of social outcomes is an individual’s
education, training and retraining right. and to create an
opportunity to carry out this right. And the second group is
chracterized with the change of the citisen’s social status by
means of education. And this defines his/her place in society and
provides his/her social ensurence. The third group of social
results is change of the identity’s oppinion about solving
universal problems (nature protection, habitat improvement,
help the poor) and his/her participation in the process of these
problems. The forth group of social results is the influence of
education services' ‘prices’ on human morality under the
influence of commodity - financial relations in educational
activities.
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The other group of social results is formation of political
outlook of personality, moral qualities in the process of
educational activities and his/her adaptation to social life as a
whole.
On the basis of these social results the social pedagogic
content of adult education management is formed and its
strategy is based on service functions of the education system.
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System management model means a design system reflecting
organizational structure and goal of herbicide effect in the
planned formed. And this, releations, tendencies and processes
manifest in the object that is being predicted and allows to learn
and analyze activities related to them. Systematic management
model of adult education is taken as a specific socio-economic
system and it allows to coordinate social and educational needs
with real interests of the state, society and identity and provide
them. In this case, modeling becomes the tool of practical
issures and scientific conprehention and it is taken as the main
method of desighning management system of adult education.
As in all systems, components with different qualities are
combined. They are as follows: authorities system, adult
education management, their functions and powers, the content
of functions of management system, ruling process (its stages),
style and models of management, educational institutions of
adults. Systematic management means relating activity
rationally, directing adult education system to achieve the goals,
creating inter-systemic relations and providing cooperative
activity of all its components. As a result, regulating activity is
carrying out development, effectiveness, relations with environment and socially important tasks of thorough action of the
system, standing in front of the system by means of education.
Currently, not being thorough, its also embracing adult
education as a whole, the hierarchy of the governing bodies is
reallity, formed in the republic. Analyses of this system shows
that its structure components with different levels is as follows:
- in different stages (state bodies system and their
functions);
- systematic process of management (stages, analyses,
planning, organization of the process control and etc.);
- functions of the content of education management (legal,
economic, pedagogico-psycologcal and etc.) and forms amd
methods of management;
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- educational institutions of adults for different categories
of population
Demands for education services in the local level in the
regions, education services that population need, programs and
etc. Preparation of education programs, carring out education
processes in accordence with education programs and graphs,
creating material technical base of education system, selecting
and placing teaching staff (andragogs), organizing thier traning
process, retraining, considering interests and demands of people
who are involed in education. But, defining competences does
not mean that they have opportunities to carry out the principles
of systematic management. Here, it is considered to creat
definitely competent sections and in accordance with them,
function in real situations in the institutions.
Currently, adult education system in our country conforms
common rules (especially training, development and retraining
systems) and educational departments in the places, educational
institutions and institutions for adult education allow to organize
adult education, especially post-graduate education. But let us
not gorget that success in work depends on the sense of
responsibility, skills and habits of persons ruling structural
sections functioning in this system.
Specific character of systematic management of adult
education is providing economic, legal, social, pedagogical,
psychological, educational and educative functions, development functions of sociolization of the person. and other components.
With reference to the specific characteristics of the adult
education system can be regarded as a systematic management
object. With reference to these specific features, adult education
system can be taken as an systematic ruling object. Systematic
management, firstly, reveals and regulates relations between
adult education systems and sub-systems. As it was mentioned
above, ruling bodies, functions, processes, mechanisms and
other various components can be taken as sub-systems. This
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time, managements matters when these relations appear and are
inluenced.
Some of the relationships are determined through the
content of the functions, contacts of objects and legislation.
Systematic ruling process (stages) of management means
consistent action being realized in order to achieve the identified
results. For example, to meet education demands of the elderly
population as maximum as possible. Here are main stages of
systematic process of adult education management: education,
determination of the purpose, planning, organization, control,
monitoring, analyses of the results, identifying deviation and
making adjustments.
Analyses is a particular stage and comprehention of
management action. In all stages this is generalization and
evaluation of the practice mastered in the management practice,
meeting social demands, legal basics of realization of education
policy, its socio-economic condition, systematic generalization
of information with different characters and study them with
creative attitude. Systematic analisis is differed with its
thoroughly complex approach. In this case, complex approach is
thorough study of the object, identification of its chracteristics in
terms of its qualification and identification of crucial direction
of development of adult education. In this regard, the object is
taken as one system, tasks and rights of its sections are defined
as its different and relatively specialized sections. They, at the
same time, are coherent with each other and work as a certain
unit and get common results. And identification of the goals is
provision of educational requirements, development of the
personality, adaptation to contemporary condition and
identifying the desirable outcome. The effectiveness of
management of adult education system, as a whole, depends on
choosing a right real goal, including it to the system and
preparing a common goal.
Planning takes a central role in systematic management of
adult education system as a stage of management. It defines the
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main content in the development of the system and is connected
with all the stages of management, in other words, planning in
analyses, prediction, control, correction of results and systematic
management is realized in ruling bodies and all their stages. For
example, while management methods changes, expansion of
rights of educational institutions in the field of planning
education institutions testifies growth of their independence.
Decision-making is a significant stage in management. It
is connected with acception of normative acts. The organizing
stage of management is people’s solidarity, their coordination
and training in order to choose ways for realizing creative
planned tasks, coodinating them and establish relations between
the directions of education. Control, as a stage of management,
is to define deviation of management system from the
normatives and conformity of quality criterias to achieve the
goals. At present effective control means action of state-public
control bodies in the republic. As we know, state control bodies
organize the control within their powers. And the public control
is realized by organizations, institutions and ministries.
Finalization of results is one of the stages of management
system. It is to reveal incompatibility in the final result and
identify correction and evaluation of criterias of quality in order
to set a goal, plan the action, measure and evaluate the done
work. Systematic character of management is to take into
consideration all sides and directions of management system in
all its stages. And it should be realized only and only in
consistent manner, stage-by-stage and completely.
Local bodies and heads of institutions play a great role in
multistage management system of adult education. Only they
carry out socio-economic and educational reconstruction, world
and European experience, innovation, coordinate action and
motives labor of thousands of people. So that, creating optimum
condition is of gerat importance for identification of their
formation system and professional training and action. We
should take into account that formation of cadres for adult
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education management is itself a process and, as well as, a
single, complex socio-economic system with professional –
pedagogical direction. So that, it has its own structure,
sub-systems and characteristic relations and this only concerns
to this system.
Thus, the model of systematic management of adult
education combines all components of systematic management
mechanism and the main conditions: a common goal and
conformity to the demands of society to achieve the goal,
organizing, functional, scientific and information insurance;
optimum structure in order to develop democratic basics of
optimum management, personal responsibility on the labor
results, development of creativity, effective and in-time
regulation of action in all stages of management, regulation of
their expediently formation in accordance with the main goal of
adult education system; inter-systematic relations, provision of
coherent activity with environment; provision of administrative
and social hierarchy in management, constant direction to
achieve the results; preparation of criterias for evaluation of
activity, development of every participant in the system, his/her
adaptation to the social condition and caring for active
participation of the citizen in the activity of community.
The state and public nature of management
of adult education system
One of the most important regularities of development of
systematic management is that it depends on two main factors –
state and community.
One of the mechanisms ruling education formed in
modern time is coherent activity of the bodies ruling education
and state bodies. This is the main side in identification of
socio-political and economic situation in this country.
The reforms carried out in the country increase the impact
of state policy in the field of education. ignoring economic laws
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in the country, social processes in all levels of government
bodies hinder positive policy to form in the field of education. It
makes difficulties to develop adult education. The task of ruling
bodies and educational institutions, based on the objective
functions of the state, is to define the range of its positive impact
on education. Analyses on the work of state bodies functioning
in our country shows that its role in education manifests itself in
the following levels:
1. to identify legal norms regulating educational potential
in the country as a legislative body;
2. to identify sources of funding in order to provide
development of education;
3. to use renewed cadres and order for their training;
4. to coordinate cohorent action of educational institutions;
5. to identify community’s attitudes to the problems of
develeopment of adult education as a political power;
The state that realizes these roles forms mechanism of
new education policy. In order to realize it in the country the
state, first of all, creates bobies ruling education, idenfies their
basic functions. They are as follows:
- to form adult education system and prepare development
strategy;
- to identify directly the budgeting sources of adult
education institutions
- to coordinate action of ruling bodies of adult education
system;
- to provide educational institutions with cadres and
realize scientific and methodical provision;
- to analyze the results of action of the system and expand
good practice;
Destruction of traditions of political and administrative
centralization in education system and its stages in our country,
preference to decentralization and democratization in
governance must have a positive impact on the development of
education system.
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What do we understand when it is about democratization
in education? Perhaps, it would be appropriate to explain this
idea. Democratization in education is considered direction of
changes in educational-society-personality system of
development:
a) opportunities for people of all social and age groups to
master education;
b) Preparation of decisions refered to teacher’s activity
and growth to carry out development;
c) strengthening forms of collegiate self-governance in
managing educational institutions and collectives.
The quality indicator of democratization of education is
also its content. It is necessary to consider that it is, at the same
time, to allow members of society to teach knowledge and skills
in order to comprehend life, because subjects of different types
of action are involved in it. It is necessary to consider that this
activity provides to meet tjeir various demands and realize civil
rights and freedoms.
But centrifugal is the process of changings in management
system and transfer of certain functions of the central authorities
to the regional and local authorities. Responsibility of
centrifugal considers such division of tasks that in this case
organization and bodies carry the functions that are inherent in
them, are responsible for this and, it does not interfere with
others' competencies. Task of centrifugal is to improve
managing education that allows the state serve in order to carry
out strategy and policy of education. On the other side, it allows
local educational bodies to carry out positive initiatives of
other organizations and widen and protect opportunities.
Application of democratization in education and
centrifugal in management allows administrative and ruling
methods to be replaced with educatinal system in systematic
management of education. This is to involve social powers in
management process. If so, state management system will
regularly be substituted with state-social management system.
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In other words, in the mechanism of the management of
education state and social grounds would combine, complete
each other and there would be opportunities to create and apply
state-social management system. effective application of
centrifugal in management paves the way for correct devision
by level of functions and responsibilities between central
management bodies, local manegement bodies and educational
institutions.
Self-management of local educational bodies and
educational istitutions means provision of their rights and
responsibilities about organization of education. And this, in a
complete sense, is financial and agricultural freedom.
State-social nature of management of adult education
consideres as follows:
- the bodies of representation (sub-committees of the
parliamentary sub-committee of the local executive bodies on
the point of adult education);
- social bodies (non-governmental organizations, social
councils, civil unions and others);
- central and local bodies of the central and local
government (administrative sections, committees and
departments of education).
State-social natured management of adult education, and
generally, education is defined with repesentation of
competences and certain state bodies among central, local and
educatinal institutions in accordance with education policy of
the state in different levels.
When analyzing the situation of current adult education in
our republic, an idea is formulated about the nature of
administrative relations of management. Ideas become clear
here about reconstuction and improvement of administrative
structure. Here the external factors that directly affect the
management structure – political and economic factors are
common principles of management (democratization,
centrifugal) and aim, functions and methods of management.
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For example, in the process of reforms preference for economic
methods than administrative methods, increasing attention to the
independence of the lower structural units and public
organizations to participate more in management are good
examples of this.
Training mechanisms for adults
The characteristics of the adults in training are differed
with their levels to comprehend the content of training. This
professional development is derived from demands for
effectiveness of communicative and individual activity.
For effective, training adults need as follows:
- to understand the meaning of training and; substansiate
its significance for himslef/herself;
- to wish to learn and believe that they are capable to
master these knowledge and skills;
- to believe the significance, necessity and enough time;
- to understand the practical direction of training and to
see how to apply gained knowledge and skills ;
- to link the learnings with the past, present and future
practices;
- to strengthen gained knowledge in an independent and
practical activity;
- to study in comfortable and quiet condition under
somebody’s leadership or with somebody’s help.
Knowledge, skills and habits of human gained through
long years head different factors, events, his/her oppinion and
activity. Style of ethics in the environmental action is formed
and strengthened.
In order to understand others’ ethics, feelings and personally himself/herself, andragogs (teachers) should know the
theories about personality.
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Adult education and its conseptual problems
Though adult education is a considerably large field, its
definition can be given as follows: it is an educational process
that provides adequate and flexible adaptation to changes
(constant) in economy and society. The target group is of people
that have already passed the age of puberty, live an independent
life and have life experience and occupation in most cases.
Taking into account the target group of the adults, it has
methods and didactics. Adult education is accepted in Europe as
an educational system providing people’s sustainable
employment and active citizenship. Adult education contains the
fourth component (general, vocational, higher and adult
education) of Lifelong Learning system and the first priority for
the countries that are living transition / development stage.
In the contemporary age that is called century of
knowledge, work and life models are rapidly changing. And
adaptation to the contant changes in society and economy is
possible through only lifelong education of cityzens.
Traditional education field is too inert, and as formation
and reforms have not completed till today in Azerbaijan, a
specialist/ cityzen that economy and society demand can not be
formed. This process will continue for some time
But, dynamic development of our country requires now a
competitive specialist and active cityzen having new knowledge
and skills, besides quick and professional knowledge, having
“basic competences”. Otherwise, it will not be possiible to
provide sustainable development.
At present, this problem is important for every country,
regardless of development level. For example, in modern
Europe science and technology are developing so rapidly that
%20 of average knowledge loses its importance, and so the
content of employments gets completely older during 5-8 years.
It is not accidental that in the framwork of European stragtegy
for emlpoyment lifelong education has been defined as a
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comprehensive training activity ruled through constant basics
and in order to emprove knowledge, skills and habits. There are
a lot of such documents – European Memorandum about
Continuing
Education,
Hamburg
Declaration,
Dakar
Declaration, the Declaration of Sofia, etc.
Importance of the abovementioned is bigger in the
countries with economies in transition like Azerbaijan. Thus,
as a result of transition from socio-economic formation to the
other one, the process of changes in the socio-political structure
happened in the same time of transition to the post-industrial
society. So that legal state, democratic society and socio-economic
development processes are accompanied with more complex
problems. That is, if the task of Longlife Education in Europe,
symply saying, is to adapt knowledge and skills to the changing
technology during 3-5 years, in Azerbaijan it is provision in order
to adapt professional specialties and skills mastered under the
conditions of planned economy and totalitarian ideological
atmosphere over the long term period to the demands of moden
times in Azerbaijan. It is enough to note only one fact that
approximately 60-70% of employable population has graduated
and worked in the administrative-command relations system. In
that period specialties mastered one time allowed people to be
ensured with work longlife. But rapid changes in technologies in
a market economy require to promote qualifications and master
new specalties.
And it is because of that these processes went slowly and a
lot of people who began to live independent life and mastered
education on certain employment and specialties have faced
with the problem of unemployment and poverty. Because the
studies carried out unequivocally prove that at present
unemployment problem is raised with not only that there are not
jobs in the country, but, at the same time, vocational education
and habits of citizens who have no job and seek jobs do not meet
the demands of the contemporary labor market. For example, it
is a fact that market structure in the country (and even state
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stuctures) are seeking specialists who have work experience and
know priciples of market economy, and, on the other hand, there
is unemployment arm with higher education in the country. That
is why, provision of citizens’ employment who have no jobs and
seek work makes it necessary for them to master competitive
specialties and professions in the labor market that meet
contemporary demands. The other fact, every year approximately
150.000 young people leave secondary school in the country.
26.000 people enter higher schools, 17.000 people secondary
vocational schools and 20.000 people vocational training
institutions and the rest nearly 87.000 youngsters are obliged to
seek jobs in the labor market without profession and occupation.
There are certain differences between adult education and
traditional education. Thus, if the task of traditional education
system is in order to prepare proper staff; decent citizens for
society and economy, the task of adult education is concretely to
provide citizens coming from traditional education to adapt to
constant changes in society and economy. Another specific
feature of this education is in order to carry out it through fast
education programs based on adnragogy principals.
The contingent of adult education can be attributed to the
following socio-demographic groups:
• workers of professional labor field involed in training
and retraining
connected with changes and innovations in the content of
labor functions;
• those who are engaged in private farming and
self-employment;
• those who intend to change their employment field or
profession;
• those who return professional labor activity after a long
pause, as well as, after maternity leave;
• specialists who began to live independent life;
• those who have no profession;
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• unemployments who need to master a new profession or
training;
• those who are dismissed from military service;
• those who are in prison and former prisoners;
• IDPs and refugees;
• those who are not able to comprehend teaching materials
in normal conditions and people with disabilities
• people who are obliged to adapt themselves to new
socio-cultural condition because of several reasons;
• those who intend to develop personal qualities or expand
range of knowledge and etc.
Generally, the reasons that make the problem of adult
education important are as follows:
• The problem of unemployment does not only stem from
that there are not jobs in the country, but also the reason that
vocational education and labor skills of citizens who seek jobs
do not meet the demands of the modern labor market. So, a large
part of the working-age population in Azerbaijan need to
become competitive in the labor market, and it makes the
problem of adult education important in the country;
• Over a million refugees and IDPs lost their native lands,
along with it, they lost their jobs, that is why, it is necassary for
them to adapt to new conditions and make new job opportunities
for them. In other words, adult education is important in terms
of the problem of regugees and IDPs that is a painfull issue in
the country.
• In order to operate with the traditions of civilized market
and successfully, most of people engaged in small and medium
entrepreneurial activity (especially those who work in rural
regions) in Azerbaijan need entrepreneurship education. 45 % of
people engaged in entrepreneurship are those of the age of 50.
And it means that as these people obtained education in the
Soviet period, they have no substantial knowledge of business.
In other words, the problem of adult education is very important
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also in terms of the development of entrepreneurship in the
country;
• The problem to improve theoretical knowledge and
practical skills of numerous officials who operate in the
management process carried out in the country, in accordance
with the demands of the modern time, is also one of significant
issues. So that, the problem of adult education is important for
management system.
• Improvement of application spheres of information
technologies in the country has become priorities of the state
policy. And this makes necessary the trainings, in this line,
directed to improve skills of co-workers of businesses and
organizations in which information technologies are newly
being applied.
• Level of education in this direction is low because there
are serious environmental issues in the country. And this makes
the process of adult education necassary according to that very
direction;
• Generally, there is a need for serious enlightment in the
line of building a democratic civil society of the country's
population that the process of adult education can be effective as
a style.
• As reforms have not been completed in the field of
traditional education, there are discrepancies between
preparation of cadres and demands of labor market. That is
why, even arises a need for fast and short-term additional
training of new cadres.
• Every year over 80.000 students leaving school are
deprived of opportunities to continue education and obrain
professions. Thus, it is necassary to use adult education system
in order to creat alternative training opportinities for them.
• Though it is surprising, the population in Azerbaijan has
become to get older as European people. According to the
Ministry of Labor and Social Protection, during the last decade
the birth rate dicreased by 2 times, but avarage longlivity of
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people increased by 2 years. And this means that, the share of
adult population will regularly increase and there will be a need
for adult education in order to provide them with sustainable
employment.
• Integration to Europe puts forward new requirements for
every citizen in Azerbaijan. It, firstly, should follow the consept
of “Lifelong Education” in order to meet international standards,
understand democratic values in correct way, apply them in
daily life, maintain their competitiveness and etc.
Only one factor lacks for sustainable development in all
fields in Azerbaijan – representatives of various professions
with sustainable, fast and active civil position. In other words,
investment in human resources is a decisive issue for
Azerbaijan. It is not accidental that in the case the index of GDP
grows, but human development index reduces. This shows that
it is required to turn “black gold to human gold’ more efficiently
and rapidly. It is not possible to provide sustainable
development only with creating infrastuctures. Because the
human factor is a decisive element of every development. And
human can play the role of a catalyst only through education in
this development. Otherwise, staying away from these processes
he/she loses the nature of sustainability in development and it
becomes short-term. No any perfect infrastucture, new
manufaturing or service area can give its contibution to develop
without the human factor.
In Europe “bigger investments on human resouces” is
understood as a contribution for adult education and lifelong
education system.
In order to realize adult education system (in the content
of Lifelong Learning), it is necessary to carry out the followings:
• To regulate Adult Education field systematically and
create liberal and democratic legislative framework
• To regulate Adult Education system and create
intermenisterial state-social body;
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• To create information base and improve statistics in
order to evaluate existing condition systematically according to
the process of Adult Education;
• State’s assistance, playing the role of mediator, to
establish of social partnership in the field of adult education (to
identify mecahnism of participation of employers and
representatives of labor market in the process of training, to run
information and awareness campaign in this field, to assess them
in order to activate trade unions);
• To define and realize mechanisms stimulating investment on training of personel in businesses and organizations;
• To accept educational services, as well as, training of
personel as activities which include categories of social services,
to distinguish these services from common commercial jobs and
to give tax and other privileges;
• In order to learn demands of labor market in the level of
training institutions, to create and develop marketing services in
the system of these institutions;
• To create scientific, methodological and personnel
bases on adult education (methodological cabinets, academic
degrees, training courses, faculties, researches, scientific studies,
etc.).
• To create resource centres on adult education (to fulfill
data, career, teaching, awareness, publicity and others);
• To improve material-technical and educational bases of
educational institutions of training and retraining on adult
education and expand their network;
• To provide the poor and vulnerable people to
participate in adult education by the state;
• To carry out measures stimulating persons engaged in
professional activities constantly to continue their qualification
(wage supplements, benefits, educational vacations, etc.).
• To create wide opportunities for adult citizens to develop
personal qualities at the same time with impoving professional
knowledge and skills;
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• To involve municipalities, social organizations and
communities to the development process of adult education;
• To widely use of ICT opportunities in the process of
adult education (Distant training, e-libraries, laboratories,
information bases, web-portals and others);
• To create accreditation (official recognition) mechanism
of knowledge and skills acquired non-formally;
• To expand international cooperation in the field of Adult
Education and Lifelong Learning.
Methodological issues in adult education
Live real life is the object of the subject of learning in
different systems of scientific knowledge. Pedagogical and
psychological problems in the educational process of people
takes a specific place among them. Especially, development of
the concept of continuous education in the world has been of
great importance to define its place in learning adults’ problems,
human life and development of society.
The main goal and tasks of continuous education are
reflected in the Law on Education of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
Basic directions and principles of this consept to be carried out
are manifested in "Education Reform Program of the Republic
of Azerbaijan". Basic principles of contemporary education is to
grow the role of education in formation of education, its
continuity, formation of paralel education and directing society
to education and its development. In this action adult education
should play a key role. Development and education of each
person are not only acquired in secondary and higher schools,
but also after school, in the system of adult education, in the
process of self-study it is formed and developed.
Continuous education means political, cultural, technical
and professional activity of human and linking educational
objectives. In this regard, as in the past people thought, it is not
correct to divide human life into the periods of education and
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professional activity. New period in education – the period of
lifelong education of human has become the demand of life. To
continue education throughout the life made inevitable to
increase form and means of education and the number of
organization involved in this field. It is considered to make
oppotunities to acquire education in accordance with human’s
demands, in the framaework of his/her capacities, in the form of
education and training.
If so, the main idea of continuous education will be to
grow a new kind of human. This kind of human is chracterized
through creative and dynamic oppinion about life and culture.
He/she is enthusiastic about improving living conditions and self
improvement. Didactic results of continuous education is more
to master skills of comprehending life, thinking, coming to a
conclusion, than acquiring encyclopedic knowledge. Human
should be ready for planning future, realizing these plans,
self-study and self-discipline. He/she should not be content to be
engaged in education and labor activity, solve vital problems,
create new values, remember acquired knowledge and data. One
of the important nuances here is that adult education should be
subordinated to the idea of continuous education. The main
priciple of modern reforms in our education, as well as, the goal
of continuous education is to improve and develop life and
living quality of our society through realization of professional
and social roles of people. The basic task of continuous
education is to form a creative and dynamic oppinion in human
about life and culture. Such kind of human should be able to
develop himself/herself, improve life conditions and not forget
interests of society during this activity.
In the system of continuous education adult education is of
great importance. According to the ideas of continuous
education, the state must create conditions and give any
assistance to people to be able to use different training forms at
every level of human life.
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Continuation of adult education implies integration of
formal, non-formal, programmed education and self-study.
Continuous education does not remain just as idea and theory. It
is being carried out in the republic. In Azerbaijan integral parts
of the system of adult education is as follows:
1. General education; mastering goals, skills and habits
regardless of kinds and nature of professional employments that
all adult members of society need. General education include:
- To have common literacy;
- Academic education focused on mastering scientific
thoughts and enriching cognitive skills;
- humanitarian education focused on mastering emotional,
psychological development and artistic culture;
- civic education focused on active enlargement of the
scope of action and formation of civil position in the life of
society.
2. Specialized education; technological and social division
of labor system, enrichment of skills and habits necassary for
successful action. Specialized education includes:
- to have functional knowledge;
- socio-economic education focused on improvement of
level of competence in the field of paid classes;
- socio-economic education focused on enrichment of
knowledge and skills necassary for imlementation of
socio-economic functions;
- "Oriented" education focused on enrichment of
knowledge and skills necassary for adequate imlementation of
social issues;
3. Post-graduate education; to regularly increase existing
knowledge potential, master new professions and improve
constantly. This sector include:
- Training directed to solution of local issues;
- To master innovations relevant to new training technologies and modern information-communication systems;
- regular self-study;
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- to acquire information refered to distant mechanisms;
- retraining, state orders, as well as to meet personal
demands – needs;
- Probation and to deepen scientific achievements.
Changes ongoing in the country convert the face and
nature of social structures, renew them, form new oppinions
about social tasks of organizations involved in social life and
modernize most social roles. These changes affect teacher
training. In this regard, the structure of training schools, new
models of education and social functions of teachers get new
and become more complecated. So that, adult education, that is
important for the science of andragogy, explanation of
methodology of study problems of their education and to learn
them in the context of adult education are of great importance.
Adult education is important like training and retraining.
Because it is important to make more interesting and renew old
and medium generations’ skills and habits, acquired after 5-8,
even 10 years, with modern changes. In this regard, quality
indicators play the main role.
On the other hand, short-term training courses on
professions needed in labor market for old and medium
generations are organized and in this way needs are partially
met. This time the content, purpose, location and duration of the
course and information about the teacher are noted in the plan. It
is considered to teach students main ideas of the content.
The tasks:
- explanation of pedagogical and andragogic training
model;
- consideration of the nature of old listeners;
- to activate listeners by different methods;
- to characterize training process for old listeners.
The result:
- What will the listeners acquire at the end of classes?
- to characterize differences of training process of old and
young students;
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- to characterize methods in order to work more efficiently
with auditorium.
Training activity of an old person depends on internal and
external conditions that affect this training. In the internal sense,
different subject facts: experience, kind and level of the reason,
the person’s relation with the environment and other people,
type of activity and etc. are considered. Subjective facts have
more impact for training process of the full-formed person. So
that, methods used for schoolchildren and students are useless
here.
Teaching adults is fundamentally differed from teaching
students. Necessity for difference between andragogy, that is
training adults, and teaching students comes out. Although we
think that difference between andragogy and teaching students is
not so noticeable to study it as a separite science. On the other
hand, there are different objective and subjective facts that these
do not allow to use children's training methods in adult training.
Adults differ from children. So that, their training should be
approached in a different way. This hypothesis refers to adult
training theory, study of progressive education and generally,
human psychology. The complexity of teaching adults does not
only depend on that they comprehend information about training
in different way, but also they also tested their old educational
paradigm. Shortages of this paradigm are as follows:
- No connection between education and real life
- The advantage of technocratic thinking
- taking the basis of the study of sciences as a main
purpose
- Lectures being a main form of classes
- Focus on individual training
- Understaning education and training in the same sense
- Development of extensive education
- Commented-illustrative or imperative training
It is necassary to not that, teachers taking part in adult
training have also tested old education paradigm. These
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teachers, on one hand, became slaves of traditional education, on
the other hand, they carry this old educational tradition in daily
activity and save conservative pedogogical idea. Training of
adult students that work is distinguished from the students with
full-time and part-time study. It is not a secret that many
teachers’ methods are not satisfactory. Traditional lectures have
no benefit for students, because they read that topic in books.
The teacher can only interpret that manual in the role of a
lecturer.
But it is impossible for developing training and lecture to
be stable and unchanged to the tradition. During lecture
activity of those who acquire knolwedge gets near to study and
research. The task of lecture is not only to deliver information,
but also enlarge knowledge and form thinking activity of
students. Unlike the content of the lecture with information that
the teacher reads, the problematic lecture is delivered to students
as unknown and new knowledge. With the teacher’s help,
students recieve essential information that is new for them in the
problematic lecture. In contrast to the traditional training, first
they are given knowledge, and then examples and methods
refered to it are expalined. In problematic-dialogic lectures the
basis of management of students, thinkers includes questions the
teacher prepared in advance. Problematic-informed lecture for
adults has specific features to be tought systematically. After a
big break, that is, some years later after finishing school
importance of knowledge is lost. An adult hardly accepts what
he does not know. That is why, many adults prefer postal
tuition. So that, complexity of problematic lecture is that, when
they know the answer of the question, they reply it. In other
words, the level of self-control gets high. It is possible that the
student who knows the answer in absent. In that case there may
be in silence. Lecture planned in advance allows students to
operatively analyse and play the role of expert and
oppenent-reviewer to comprehend information which is not
correct and precise. When preparing such kind of lectures, the
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teacher’s main goal is to include certain mistakes with
methodical character. Listeners’ duty is to take notes of mistakes
in their conspects. Discussions of mistakes in the lecture take
10-15 minutes. Practice shows that adults react correction of
mistakes planned in the lecture more quietly than youngsters. So
that, such kind of lecture is more advisable for adults. Naturally,
such kind of lecture can be concluded after listerner is
completely acquainted with the subject. Certainly, to run such
lectures by network methods is more advisable. In this case,
the trainer sees all text and looks through it more and more and
gets mistakes. Players’ role and the lecture after the game help
understand the idea of the game. The basis of games composes
imitation of modeling in training activity, as well as, a computer.
Also, trainings prepared with teaching assignments have become
more popular. Thus, it is necassary to use active teaching form
in adult education.
Adults try more to solve their problems. Their intellectual
level is higher and more beneficial. During training adults know
what they want to learn. They are eager to test their knowledge
in practice.
The content of adult education differs.
The reasons that senior citizens get knowledge:
- to provide their interests;
- to find an open answer of the word they do not know;
- to enjoy getting new knowledge;
- to enjoy the training process;
- to meet people who fit range of their interest;
- to get success in their works;
- for being important;
- other reasons.
We can command senior citizens to attend classes, but it is
impossible to force them to do lessons.
What makes senior citizens?
The society, listeners bilongs to, makes them get
education. There are three types of listeners: those who are
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oriented to the goal, action and education. Human can have
some demands in different situations. Although, the best compulsion is self-forcing. We can make adults get interested in
training. If it is possible to inspire interest in training in the first
stages, then this training can be considered benefitial. Adult
training focuses on a problem. Thus, adults study more for
education, than to cope with changing happenings, new work
places and technology.
Detaining facts.
There are many obstacles for aduts to participate in the
education process.
The categories of factors detaining education:
1. Individual: socio-economic problem connected with a
familt, gender level
2. The problem with payment of tuition fees
3. Questions related to prospect of education (cost,
compactness, quality)
4. Negative review at cost of education
5. Indifference and lack of compulsion in education
6. Not to be confident about his/her talant
7. Time-space mismatch.
Training atmosphere.
Training atmosphere can be one of the basic aspects of
adult training experience. The teachers of old auditorium should
know that there must be confortable and adequate rooms for
students. Students hardly want to study in bad condition.
Environment doen not only have a physical impact (light,
temperature, aid and etc.), but also emotional impact. The
teachers of old auditorium should do his/her best for the listener
to feel comfortable. He/she should participate in all events and
their actions should be evaluated according to a certain problem.
During adult training education should be directed to the
student. Training measures should be different and teacher
should use more colorful methods. Work should be done and
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analyzed in groups. It should meet content of training and
demands of students.
One of the main points of any best training program
composes the goal of the program. No matter what is the goal, it
is necessary to compare teaching methods in order to reach it.
Look, these letters stand in front of each of them in the list of
teaching programs: K, U, S, V, A.
These letters show which method to use in order to reach
the goal of training. Teaching method is used only for any
purpose of education.
K- Knowledge, information; U – to understand; S – Spirit;
V – Value, priority; A – Attitude.
Teaching methods, ways of adult training
Education level, experience and purposes of senior
citizens are different.
One of the ways to make this colouredness is that
assignments should be individually so supplemented that the
teacher could teach it with a group. This would produce interest
in the subject and help the future work. Diffirent articles or
research materials, innovations connected with the subject help
comprehend the lesson within a group. After reading a lecture in
an auditorium, it is advisable to hold discussions. One of the
shortcomings of home reading is lack of time for adults.
Brainstorming. The main porpose of brainstorming is to
realize solution of many problems within the given time as
possible. An idea given by the members of one group is
continued by the other group, because it would be shown that
one idea generates from another one. In this case, no criticism
about any idea is permitted. Sometimes an idea may seem
unnecessary, but this does not solve anything. The moment
when some ideas arises, critical analyses of the group may
begin. Brainstorming is a very good technique and it causes to
appear knowledge in big or small groups.
Short discussion groups. Analyzing groups are very
useful in analyses with big groups. The main group is divided
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into smaller groups consisting of 3-6 people to solve the
problem and analyze the topic. One person is chosen to write the
topic and inform it to the main group. Using this technique the
teacher should clear up the goal of the group. When people get
acquainted with each other in smaller groups and heated debate
of the topic, this technique can be more beneficial. Solution of a
problem is more useful than arising it.
Small knowedge circles. This method is useful to express
knowledge and ideas on the subject in groups consisting of
fewer attendants for 12 months. Attendants should sit in the way
to see and hear each other (round, face to face). The lead should
ask such a question that it would be impossible to answer “yes”
or “no”. Afterwards, position and oppinion of each attendant
should be learned. In big groups this technique can be used, and
the group should be divided into smaller groups. In this case,
some persons are chosen to take notes and give information to
other groups. This time everybody know his/her turn and join
the common game. It is forbiden to critisize somebody’s idea.
Everybody should feel comfortable to use this method
successfully.
Contract. Training contract is a simple and bilateral
agreement between a teacher and a student. Its value depends on
its formality, importance and impartiality. The contract puts a
big responsibility on the listener.
Demonstration
(experience).
Experience
and
demostration are important in teaching requiring development of
any habit. Good demonstration carries out how to realize a new
method
for
observation
experience
of
attendants.
Demonstrations make training colorful, because two senses take
part here. Observation and listening. Precise planning of
demonstration guarantees listeners to get required materials and
have physical condition. Students should have capacities of new
skills and experience for effective demonstration. Main steps
should be presented in writing form to help the student to use a
new rule.
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Discussion. This is a technique studing nature of given
information to get information and solve the problem. To be
good, groups should not consist of more than six people. It is
necessary to have a person for taking notes and reporting the
question and problem put forward. It takes more time in short
discussion groups. While using these teaching techniques, we
should follow:
- Importance of the problem or question for a group;
- Interpersonal relationship, social problems;
- Does the problem have anything to do with the group? It
is necassary to pay attention to age, gender, level of education
and experience;
- Has the problem been adapted for creative thinking?
If everybody is familiar with information and agree, then it
is not important to discuss this problem. If the listener has no
previous knowledge, it is useless to study somebody’s
knowledge and idea.
It takes pretty time for effective analyses of the tip. It is
useless to continue the problem if time is restricted, because the
group will not be to come to any conclusion.
Experiment. This is benificial as method to find solution
of the problem. Depending on the type of experiment, there may
be lack of time and condition. After experiment discussion,
interpretation of the result and correction of some review must
come. (K.U.S)
Experience (visit). This is a useful method to observe
different processes. Before traveling, head of the group should
explain the purpose of this travel. The group should know what
they will expect. Every attendant should take notes of facts
during travel for future discussions. Cameras, camcorders and
recorders should be used. The number of people in the group has
a certain meaning. It should not be allowed to spend more time
and expense during a trip. (K.U.)
Field projects. When a group is bigger, participation in
these trips can make a problem in terms of time and finance. At
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that time, field projects are useful. Group members are given a
task to visit several places, then share with the group what they
saw. This allows others to study in the group. Group members
can choose certain place for themselves (K.U.S.).
Imitation games (modeling). This are tips based on
practice. Its use is based on theory. It is necassary to take a look
at the followings during imitation games:
- How do adults evaluate the training tought through
games. Will they accept it as an effective method?
- How long does it take for a game? Does it take long to
explain rules of a game. Do gained knowledge and time
dedicated to a game equal to each other
- Is the content of the topic remained? In other words, does
imitation teach what it should teach? Does it tend enough
different conditions and situations?
- Do winnings or success require knowledge?
- Competition carries a friendship character and forms
positive relations between attendants.
- Does a game help knowledge, good relation,
development of professionalism?
Adults often hardly see benefits of imitation games. When
they begin to control their personal talant, it can be carried out in
planed form (U.S.).
Training register. It helps to keep under control a
listener’s experiece mastered during classes or seminars. The
noted problem should be kept in an individual form or shared in
a group with ideas. Notes should embrace empressions,
experience and problems arising during training (U.S.V.A).
Lecture method. Adults know it. That is a pity, this is less
effective method to get information. It is possible to discuss
topics as a lecture, if the group is big, then it is necessary to use
other methods. So that, this method is not considered for smaller
groups. There are other questions to make lecture topics more
interesting. Let us get through a few of them:
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Give listeners a road map and inform them where they
must go. This will produce more interest for them and they will
know where and how to go.
It is necassary to follow logical sequence and match
familiar information with a new material. Listeners should use
experience they give in a previous lecture.
Give the notes containing materials you explained. Keep
empty space for listeners to take notes.
Use other methods and gestures, along with it. This can
help listeners to solve problems. Use visual aids as slides and
films. Try they do not read the text writen in advance, they
should speak refering to the main ideas.
You must comment all questions.
Lecture is a teaching method used much more. Likely, it is
an easier and more comfortable method for a teacher.
Information aids, newspaper articles, radio, TV programs and
journals are more the object of discussion. They can get trained
through these data at home (K.).
Discussion with specialists. Including some experts to the
group provides expert view. It is important to meet with
specialists and introduce them the discussed question in advance
(K.V). In order to give questions to the group, it is necassary to
have a lead making connection between auditorium and the
specialist(K.V).
Game method. It is one variant of immitation, a change
depending on demostration and behavior. Dialogues are usually
held with practice. The game is useful especially to study
relations between persons. Its novelty is to discover passive
participants in the group. It is more advisable to apply it in the
case the problem is presented clearly, than determining roles,
choosing heros, discussing stages and results are the basis of
method of game situation. If there a sense of fear or excitment,
this method can not be used (K.V.A).
Seminar. Usually, this resembles parts of university. The
number of participants is fewer, it seldom contains 50 people
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(usually 10-25). The goal is to run this job under the direction of
the given field. Seminar are usually refered to research works.
After presentation, an open discussion is held. This teaching
method allows the teacher to watch how a participant
approaches others’ problems. It usually lasts during a short
time (from 1 to 2 hours).
Short course. It is an intensive work over a concrete
problem for one or few days. With learning a short course
restricts a certain field useful for listeners having common range
of interest. Usually, a certain problem is connected with thier
usual activities. For example: short courses are organized on
banking for a bank employee, courses on cattle-breeding for
those working in the field of cattle-breeding or a short course
of economics for economists. These courses help everybody get
big achievements in the fields they are involved to improve
range of knowledge. Short courses can be organized with
combining the given different methods.
Short courses can be organized by combining the different
given methods. Knowing common level of auditorium, these
courses work well (K.V.S.V.A).
Listener-teacher. Coming to auditoriums, adult students
bring knowledge and great experiences with them. And it can be
useful for other member of the group. This technique is more
beneficial in development program of knowledge, because
listener-teacher relations and respect for the teacher’s skill are
lost (K.V.S.A.).
Symposium. The given issue consists of short presentation
series of two and five specialists. In some cases, it can be more
than five. Presentations are short and concrete. Speech can
usually last for 5-20 minutes depending on its numbers. During
the symposium:
- Variety of presentations produces new knowledge and
oppinions in auditorium;
- Short conversations do not make listeners feel tense and
they help to avoid monotony;
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- If the lecture is interesting for one of the participants,
others can compensate him/her with their speech;
It is necassry to control that symposiums can put the
following prohibitions:
- It is presented in formal dorm for an auditorium;
- The listener has no communitative connection with the
speaker;
- It is hard to find helpful participants (K.V.).
Working seminar. To acquire information with experience
and share it with experience is the main goal of the working
seminar. Demonstartion, solution of problems, discussion,
experiment, all these are those measures that there participate
groups with common interests under the guidience of a lead. In
order to meet interests of a group it combines itself many of the
abovementioned teaching strategies (K.V.S).
While preparing a progam for adults, it is important to use
a method relevent to the situation. There is not such a method
that works in every situation. Mostly, using some different
teaching methods in adult training is more effective.
Price of demands. Adults want to study, they also want
training to be useful. They want at once to see benefit of
knowledge and skills they acquired. Study is interesting for most
adults, but they have their own jobs and have a little time. How
can teachers make sure that what they teach is effective for
adults. One of the best methods is price of demands. The process
of defining what a student wants and what a student wants to
learn is price of an ordinary demand. A group of listeners can be
registered through the same program, but as life experience is
different, they can expect different things from this program.
Price of demands will help to identify what the group wants to
learn and what they know more. While identifying and planning
its price, it is necessary to take notice of one important problem:
who needs what and is defined by whom. This problem was
presented by Thomas Khavinson in 1978 as the result of
effective plan of price of demands. Sometimes it is called as a
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problem “three” – “whom”, “what” and “by whom”. Who
solves? Whom teaches? What teaches?
Sometimes, teachers make mistakes, too and they want to
teach what they do not know. Sometimes, trying to teach
listeners what they do not know, they think it is important for
linteners. But, the listener does not require that. Adults can
define what they should learn, and the teacher should plan it. If
these classes do not meet listeners’ demands, they will tell about
it to the teacher. They will stop classes. The teacher should learn
what they want, generally, their demands.
Evaluation. Evaluation of the program is of great
importance in adult training. Many look at evaluation as a result
of job. But this is the beginning of the improved program.
Evaluation can be defined by many methods. The result of good
evaluation is improvement of future teaching programs.
What may be evaluated? The teacher’s activity, the
listener’s future works, components of the course and processes
in this direction. As a result of good evaluation, well-planning of
teaching, solution of financial problems, informimg people
about the program, improving new methods and techniques and
etc. can be used.
Who can use evaluation of the given information? Those
who plan programs, participants of programs, politicions and
others.
A common mistake in evaluation may be that, it begins
with survey data.
What demand for information should be solved in these
processes. Some of the following fields would allow the teacher
to collect information.
What is purpose of the program?
Sequence-material is chosen perfectly, logical sequence is
followed. Reading books is oriented to the goal of teaching. CD
and DVD references, everybody had an opportunity to see and
listen them.
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Foreign references – invited lecturers. Internal capacity,
physical tips, simple and complicated projects. The teacher’s
activity. Results listeners expected. Materials of the cource is
based on logic. The course was held equally. The presented
ideas are effectively prepared. They were expained. Problems
have been solved. The teacher coped with solving problems. The
level of the presented materials. Effectiveness of the applied
methods. Diversity and relevance of the methods. Planning time.
Stimulation of interests. Listeners’ contribution in the teaching
process.
In order to evaluate teaching process, students should be
allowed to use their comments and labor. Their comments may
often help to present the topic.
Common provisions. In member states of CIS, development consept of adult education was compiled in order to
create a unique (common) education area about cooporation on
the basis of “the Agreement, January 17, 1997”, “the Law on
Adult Education, December 6, 2002”, also “the Hamburg
declaration on Adult Learning, June 19, 1991” in accordance
with the decision, November 29, 2001, on creating a unique
(common) education area of Commonwealth of Independent
States. These concepts define key principles, directions and
development stages of adult education. The objective real
recourse of recearchers’ experiance is not a methodological
doctrine adopted in the form of norms, but acception of legality
of operating social rational regulations. Every scientific subject
accepts this rationality in the structure of sciences depending on
its condition. Main reasons of compliance of adult aducation
studies with ideoligical criterias are those that mentioned above.
According to ideoligical criterias, adult education is
education organized for senior citizens. And teachers of adults
was those who teach the elderly and a formal task in front of
them. So that, in few studies conducted in the past, attention
was paid to formal volume of adult education. Observation on
teachers was organized in terms of “teahcer-student” and roles
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were formally distributed among them as participants of the
process. If we look through the researches conducted in the past,
written few works, we would see that functions of students and
teachers in the didactic process depended on achievements they
gained in life. Its two reasons are evident: praxiologic and ethic.
Praxiologic reasons concerned to political field.
Ideological cognitive center
defined citizens’ goals and
directions in monocentric society. And educational institutions
should provide operation of these institutions to hand over this
knowledge and carry out to improve realization of these duties
of teachers. If teahcers’ or students’ researches and
scientific-methodic findings went out of the functions defined
through formal guidelines and touched informal aspects of
personal factors, individual teaching style and teacher-student
relationships, such knowledge and results were regarded
needless. Of course, they are used in educational process, but
not marked formally.
Range of researches were framed because of certain
reasons. It could be correct to call them ethic reasons. Thus, the
researcher goes out of the role of a teacher defined formally,
and breaking the accepted standards, performs his/her tasks as
he knows. In such cases, certain organizations are informed
about the results of observations in scientific-research and
written or application form.
Avoiding “the unique cognitive centre” concept
encourages people to master independent and rational thought in
an open society. In this case, they can independently choose
their various interests and means and methods of realization of
these interests within the law. Adult education, going out of the
state control, is dedicated to ralization of their interests and
learning demands, instead of meeting demands of social
microsystem. Pluralism in adult education is oriented to expand
its diagnosis. As a result, educational process becomes a system
not to hand over skills and habits to students, but a system
oriented to participants with the same rights to learn,
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comprehend and master in the educational process. Along with
defining the content of teaching programs offered in the process
of conversation, its background aspects and expected and
non-expected results are explained. In this case, Content and
functions of teachers of adults becomes new and deeper.
The reason that we pay more attention to ideological
aspects of adult education is determination of basics of
complience of study of nurture and its object with ideological
reality. This defines methodology of research process.
Only time changes, new and more democratic relations
begin to form in our society. Education prefers integration to
European education system in terms of organization and content.
In this regard, off course, methodological basics of adult
education change, too. A new attitude is formed about the
concept of adult education. Studies in this field recieves social
world as a model renewing as a result of daily communication
that regularly changes. This requires communication to be
accepted in terms of content and process and their activities to
be provided according to the meaning and importance, that,
subjects of educational process (if the teacher and the student
are accepted as a subject of the process) require. This approach
requires a descriptive and creative attitude to the researches.
Such descriptive and creative paradigm is connected with new
theoretical and methodological directions. In European countries
they offer a new methodology of empirical research. Briefly,
this methodology studies quality.
Their starting point is not a theory or a problem that is
being studied, vice versa, it is how people accept social creature.
Supporters of such a conderation do not deny reasons of
forming theories and laws, but in the process of approach about
them, preference is given to the structure of human being and
global approach and casual and non-arbitrary changes are
avoided.
Reasons that people comprehend the world are
understanding and revealing goals and needs, depending on
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socio-cultural environment that surounds them. Intersubjective
nature of social world requires to see reality of the objective
world with multi-sided and different perspectives. So that
studies should be based on intestine experience of human. If
they aim to understand active social subjects, desription of
motives involved to studies is required.
The image being investigated appears when people
explain their anxiety, wills and plans. It occurs when the
researcher takes part in operation of collective in which the
problem arises, begins undertanding a specific situation and
makes clear for himself/herself the factors that arise problems.
Thus, It is sometimes impossible to place results of studies in
certain scheme and diagrams. Because, as we noted above, they
carry a desctiptive character. In scientific literature “quality
methods” do not just consist of collecting materials, composing
all principles, concepts, hypotheses and directions, it learns
happenings in sociaty and appreciates which is more significant.
Training schedule in adult education
The concept of “Lifelong Education” has stemed from
globalization tendencies in the world. This tendency is
connected with rapid development of economy, science and
technique, industry, technology and management systems in the
countries and achievements gained and appied in one country
and its rapid expansion in other countries. As a result of these
dynamic changes, people’s knowledge, mastered in the period
when they were studing, gets older, and in a new condition a
necessity for higher skilled specialists constantly to master more
contemporary knowledge to work with new thachnologies
arises. So that, since 1970s in the XX century in order to allow
contemporary knowledge to expand in the leading countires,
educational training programs has begun to be realized within
the concept of “lifelong training” or “continuous training”.
Adult education takes a special place among these. We has
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reached such an age that getting older people begin regularly to
get isolated from the life of society. Especially, employers
regard that old people’s knowledge has got older and they could
not meet contemporary demands. That is why they refect to
employ old generation. Thus, because of age problem, every
year thousands of people lose jobs in our country, and those who
want to work are not able to find a relevant job. So that, there is
a need to carry out integration of members of old generation to
society and employ them in training effectively to use their
experience. Also, this training should be so organized that it
would inspire interest in adults. At the same time, to make them
sure that they will benefit from education they acquire. Besides,
the process of adult education should contain itself integration
essence. Thus, along with getting education during training,
adults should spend an effictive time and join events to leave
pessimism, inclination to loneliness that aging brings and a
sense that nobody needs them. These events shoud be so
organized that it serves to master new knowledge.
3-year period is more appropriate to adult education.
During this period their adaptation process can be realized and
they can get knowledge of the requirements of the modern era.
Taking into account psychological state of the elderly, the
ability to assimilate innovations, their interests and desires, as
well as, holiday seasons in Azerbaijan, it whould be more
advisable to devide training period as follows (Table 1). It is
recommended to start trainings of adults in October and finish
them late May. Because, if we take into consideration the
climate in the country, adults’ return from holiday and other
reasons, it can be regarded a more optimal time.
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Table 1. Training schedule for adult education - 1st
academic year.
№

Months

Subjects

Hours

Associations

Hours

1

October

1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. Principles
of
Constitution
and the law of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. Principles
of
Constitution
and the law of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. Principles
of
Constitution
and the law of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic
1. A foreign
language

16

National
dances

4

2

3

4

November

December

January

Inten
ded
Event
s

8

16

National
dances

4

Trips
to
histor
ic
places

National
dances

4

Organ
izatio
n of
New
Year
Celeb
ration

National
dances

4

8

16
8

8
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(English)
2. Principles
4
of
Constitution
and the law of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic
Issuing certificates on assimilating the Contituion
National
5
February
1. A foreign
16
dances
language
(English)
4
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(the Law on
Labor
Pensions of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic)
6
March
1. A foreign
8
National
dances
language
(English)
4
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(the Law on
Labor
Pensions of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic)
4
3.
Contemporary
Computer
Technologies
7
Aprel
1. A foreign
16
National
language
dances
95

4

Trips
to
histor
ic
places

4

Organ
izatio
n of
Novr
uz
Celeb
ration

4
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(English)
4
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(the Law on
Labor
Pensions of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic)
3.
4
Contemporary
Computer
Technologies
8
May
1. A foreign
16
National
4
Trip
language
dances
to one
(English)
of the
regio
4
2. The
ns of
legislative
Azerb
system in
aijan
Azerbaijan
(the Law on
Labor
Pensions of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic)
4
3.
Contemporary
Computer
Technologies
Completion of the 1st course and issuing certifications on assimilating
The Law of Labor Pensions of the Azerbaijan Republic

Relatively complicating the 2nd academic year and
teaching students more and thorough knowledge should
compose the essence of teaching process. Teaching system
should last so, that learnings in the 1st academic year would be
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continued, e.i. continuity should be maintained, and at the same
time, the student who will finish training in the future would
reach the level of a specialist of some most significant fields.
But it must especially be taken into consideration that the
trained auditorium composes adults and they should not be
overworked by the majority of the teaching load. Otherwise we
can observe they get away from education.
Table 2. Training schedule for adult education – 2nd
academic year.
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s/s

2

Months

Subjects

Hours

Associations

Hours

October

1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(The Law on
citizens’
appeals of the
Azerbaijan
Republic)
3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
4. the Daghlig
Garabagh
problem and
ways of its
solution
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(The Law on
citizens’
appeals of the
Azerbaijan
Republic)
3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
4. The
Daghlig

16

Foreign
dances

4

November

Intended
Events

8

4

4

16

Foreign
dances

8

4

4
98

4

Trip to
historic
places
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3

4

December

January

Garabagh
problem and
ways of its
solution
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(fight against
corruption and
bribery)
3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
4. The
Daghlig
Garabagh
problem and
ways of its
solution
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(fight against
corruption and
bribery)
3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
4. The
Daghlig
Garabagh

16

Foreign
dances

4

Foreign
dances

4

8

4

4

8
4

4

4

99

Organization
of New Year
Celebration
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5

6

problem and
ways of its
solution
Issuing certificates on assimilating
legal knowledge
February
1. A foreign
8
language
(English)
2. The
4
legislativ
system in
Azerbaujan
(selection)
3.
4
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4.
4
Diversification
of economy
and basics of
organizing
small business
March
1. A foreign
8
language
(English)
2. The
4
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(selections)
3.
4
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4.
4
Diversification
100

1. Small
repairing
association

4

Trip to
historic
places

4

Organization
of Novruz
Celebration

2. Tailoring
association

1. Small
repairing
association
2. Tailoring
association
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7

8

April

May

of economy
and basics of
organizing
small business
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(selections)
3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4.
Diversification
of economy
and basics of
organizing
small business
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(selections)
3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4.
Diversification
of economy

16

1. Small
repairing
association

4

4

Handmage
show

2. Tailoring
association

4

4

16

1. Small
repairing
association

4

2. Tailoring
association

4

4

101

4

Trip to the
regions in
Azerbaijan
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and basics of
organizing
small business
Issuing certifications on completion of the 2st course
Classes planed in the 3rd term of the academic year should ne organized in
such a way that to reach the end of its specialization and get relevant results.
For this, it necessary to try for making opportunies and suitable conditions in
order to use knowledge gained up to now, (Table -3).
Table 3. Training schedule for adult education – 3rd academic year.

s/s

Months

Subjects

Hours

Associations

Hours

1

October

1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(civil rights)

16

1. Small
repairing
association

4

3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4. Information
security
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(civil rights)

4

2

November

8

2. Tailoring
association

4

1. Small
repairing
association

4

Inten
ded
Even
ts

4
16
8

2. Tailoring
association

102

4

Trip
to
histor
ic
place
s
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3

4

December

January

3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4. Information
security
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(civil rights)

4

3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4. Information
security
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2. The
legislative
system in
Azerbaijan
(civil rights)

4

3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4. Information
security

4
16
8

1. Small
repairing
association

4
4

2.Tailoring
association

4
8
4

4

4
103

1. Small
repairing
association

4

2.Tailoring
association

4

Orga
nizati
on of
New
Year
Celeb
ration
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Issuing cetificates on assimilating information security
5

6

February

March

1. A foreign
language
(English)
2.
International
law and
legislation of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic

8

3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4. Creating
and managing
blogs
1. A foreign
language
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law and
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Republic

4

3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
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and managing
blogs

4
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repairing
Association

4

2. Tailoring
association

4

3.English
speaking
club

4
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repairing
Association

4

2.Tailoring
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4

3.English
speaking
club

4
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4
8
4

4
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7

8
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May

Issuing diplomas

1. A foreign
language
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2.
International
law and
legislation of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic

16

3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4. Creating
and managing
blogs
1. A foreign
language
(English)
2.
International
law and
legislation of
the
Azerbaijan
Republic

4

3.
Contemporary
computer
technologies
(ofice
programs)
4. Creating
and managing
blogs

4

1. Small
repairing
Association

4

2.Tailoring
association

4

3.English
speaking
club

4

1. Small
repairing
Association

4

2.Tailoring
association

4

3.English
speaking
club

4

Hand
made
show

4
16
4

4

4
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While seeking a job, as a serious document, in a half
period of the every academic year and and at the end of the
academic year, it is important to issue diplomas and inspire
them. Because adults want to see results of their effeorts and
time they spent for that. Otherwise, perhaps, they may not attend
classes in the next half year or the next academic year. And at
the of three-year training process it is important to give students
diplomas. It can be shown in the diploma that the student has
become a specialist in one or several fields. Of course,
sertificates that students recieve in the training period should
be taken into considerarion that time. Sertificates can be
generalized and students’ gained specialty and knowledge can
be marked in the diploma.
Basic functions and activity strategy of adult education
system
As a particular part of continuous education, adult
education carries out three functions:
• makes oppotunities for the elderly to get education in
necessary fields and levels that did not exist before;
• provides adults with new knowledge and skills to adapt
changes of social conditions and life activity;
• improves skills and habits gained in independent life
stage before.
Basic activity strategy of adult education system is
identified within the framework of these functions as follows:
• education of unemployed persons, their preparation for
new jobs, trainings, socio-psychological correction;
• involving to trainings and retrainings those who return
vocational labor field after a long break
• to organize trainings and retrainings for adult workers in
order to enrich their knowledge and skills, especially, imrove
their intellect and scientific training;
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• organizing enlightenment through expanding scientific
knowledge, improving people’s common culture, explaining
state decisions and forming public opinion;
• to include themes dedicated to actual problems of adult
education to the plan on scientific research and train scientific
personnel in the field of adult education;
• to help those who retired due to aging and health to live
the rest of life without pain;
• to organize training for refugees and displaced people
and their social adaptation;
• housewives’ training and education directed to equality
between men and women
• to carry out trainings for older people with disabilities to
integrate to society;
• traning of “reserve” soldiers, to teach them civil
occupation again and carry out social adaptation;
• training of prisoners released from punishment and
organization of trainings for them to adapt to society;
• to apply constant self-training, to reach stimulus in
accordance with indicaters of quality.
The main duties of adult education
In the atmosphere while market economy is forming,
functional illiterates are increasing. There are ways to solve
these problems that would become negative in the future from
the social point of view. The factors, stimulating needs of
specialists for training and making important to create new
structural units of postgraduate education and modernizem
them, are derived from the following reasons of their functional
illiterates:
• fast develoment of scietific knowledge, updating of
technology and management under this infulence;
• enlargement of information bank and its building on the
basis of technology;
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• socio-economic situation formed in real society,
specialsts that lost their jobs, as well as, retraining necessity of
internally displaced persons and mastering new occasions;
• social support for functional illiterates not to become
crisis that can cause poverty in the country and along with
economic measures ensuring realization, also to eliminate it
through adult education.
For the main social aim of adult education has been
identified as an impact on human development, enrichment of
activity skills and inner life and creative potential, main tasks
considered important in teach this aim are as follow:
• to provide senior sitizens with knowledg and skills
necessary for meeting demands in the modern society;
• to assist an individual to take a skilled and useful part in
in the life of democratic society;
• to enrich necessary knowledge and skills of senior
citizens as a responsible subject of social activity;
• to meet demands for cadres in the region.
The structure of adult education system
As a structure of adult education system, it means separate
components of the structure grouped due to commonness nature of
their aim and content and manifesting in itself types of training
activity. They are as follows: general education; achieving aims,
skills and habits independent on the type and feature of professional occation necessary for all older members of the society.
The structure of the General Education contains:
• To have common education:
• Academic education directed to mastering scientific
notions and enrichment cognitive skills;
• Humanitarian education directed to emotional psychological improvement and mastering artistic culture;
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• Citizenship education focused on enlargement of the
scope of activities and formation of civil stance in the life of
society;
• Specialized education; in the system of technological and
social division of labor, enrichment of skills and habits
necessary for successful activity.
Specialized education structure contains the followings:
• To have a funtional education;
• Vocational education focused on emprovement of levels
of competence at paid lessons;
• Socio-economic education directed to enrichment of
knowledg and skills necessary for realizing social and economic
functions;
• “Directed” education directed to enrichment of skills anf
habits necessary for implementing social problems adequately.
3. Postgraduate education; constant development of
existing potential, mastering new professions and regular
improvement. This sector composes the followings:
• Training directed to solution of local problems;
• Mastering new training technologies and innovations in
accordance with contemporary information-communication
systems;
• Regular self-training;
• To get information connected with distance transmission
mechanisms;
• retraining, state orders, as well as meeting own
demands-needs;
• Probation, deepening scientific achievements
The main principles and conditions of adult education
Only six main principles of adult education is possible to
define. They are as follows:
Principle 1: new base knowledge and skills for everybody.
Aim – to provide general continuous exit to education in order
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to recieve and renew habits necessary to join information
society. Sosio-economic changes require necessary base
knowledge, skills and habits to take an active part in vocational,
family and social life. In the final documents of the Lisbon
summit (Paragraph 26) these habits are concerned to literacy,
foreign languages, technology culture, ownership and social
habits. It means that traditinal reading, counting and writing
skills are not so important. Besides, it is not necessary to look at
the abovementioned skills as a school subjects collection. In
terms of content and function, they often cross and coincide. For
example, learning a foreign language, at the same time we can
assimilate computer technologies and improve our cultural,
esthetic and communicative experience. Some of these skills
(for example, computer education) are completely new, at the
same time other skills (a foreign language) become more
important. Social habits like self-confidence, responsibility for
own fate, the ability to take risks become gradually more
significant in the modern world. We can add this list skills of
learning, adaptation to changes and guiding information. It is
more necessary to aquire these abilities, but their updating is not
of less importance. Absence or inadequacy of specialty mainly
causes unemployment in most highly developed countries. That
is why the state should allow to aquire and renew these skills at
any stage of age. Here informal education system can play a
great role.
Principle 2: Increasing investment in human resources.
Aim is - the most important being in Europe – its people – to
increase investment in human resources in order to promote its
priority significantly. In all final documents of European
Union it is not only marked that recent level of investment in
human resources is law, but also reflect what investment it is.
Each country has its own tax code and accounting principles, so
that it is too hard to work out solution of the problem. All
countries can not be forced to bring investments in human
resources to capital expences. It is more necessary to move by
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spreading experiences of leading companies on basis of social
partnership or inspiring them with European awards. But it is
possible to do everything individually. Thus, it is possible to
create a necessary opportunity and promote motivation for
education not only with the help of personal deposits, but also
particular bank accounts financed by public and social funds.
The problem can be solved through educational vocations and
subsidies ordered for those especially over the age of 50 and the
category of low-paid. social partners can be involved to draw
agile schemes making oppotunities for every worker in
contiuous education.
Principle 3: Innovation methods of training and learning.
Aim is to prepare new methods for lifelong continuos educatinal
system. our insights about lifelong training and learning changes
along our actions towards information society – a society based
on knowledge, too. Education technologies are more aimed for
users. And the learnder is not a passive recipient of information.
These are natural processes, but they can be speeded up through
purposeful work of professionals working in the filed of
methodology. Thus, for example, computer technologies make
enormous opportunities to get distant and home education, but
even today methodologists believe that this must be
accomponied with teacher’s and student’s meeting in the flesh.
In general, despite all changings in society, training and learning
process has remained immutable for at least a half century.
Educational systems should be able to adapt fast to
contemporary conditions. Especially, it is important to solve
gender and third age problems. Teachers become more advisers,
trainers and mediaters to help learners to built their own education, and for that, to comprehend their personal responsibilities.
That is, traning methods – should be changed towards critical
thinking and learning skills in the formal and informal
educational system.
Principle 4. A new system on evaluation of acquired
education. Aim is to change approach to the recognition of
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educational activities and results fundamentally, especially in
formal and informal education field. Use of human factor turns
into provision of contest skills and success in the society and
economy based on knowledge. Diplomas, leaving certificates
and certificates are of great importance that confirms specialties
for mostly either workers or employers. They regularly become
more important in integrated Europe that has a unique labor
market and independent action atmosphere. Recognition of
diplomas on higher education works out in European countries,
but a significant development is required in formal and informal
educational system. Recognition of this type education would
help to make person’s individual experience be reflected in more
details and inspire enthusiasm for continuous education. It is
required to elaborate “accreditation of previous and informal
education system” with high quality reflecting all knowledge,
skills and abilities, all experiances and recognized in whole
Europen atmosphere. Such a system can completely cristalize all
potential that even human does not doubt. It is necassary to
involve professional teachers and methodologists, authorities
and member of employers, as well as social partners and social
organizations to elaborate this system. Naturally, such a
system on evaluation of knowledge takes into account human’s
active action himself/herself.
Principle 5: Improving training and advising. Aim is to
provide opportunities for information about lifelong educational
system in Europe and necassary advice and recommendations to
access independently. While we needed to make decision only
once connected with selecting career or educational institutions,
today human needs advice about what to do later (only in a
professional field) along entire lifetime. It means that, advisory
services should be created that will be able to give advice about
education, professional and personal development and focused
on active users’ interests and needs. This service itself should be
active to support clients to motivate in education, help to find
his/her way in education field and inform them about possible
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failure. It should be a service like “broker office” prioritized
more in clients’ interests, and the broker’s duty is to choose the
best information in order to elaborate a better activity plan for
the future. Information technologies and internet make new
opportunities for similar advice, but it does not substitude
directly adviser’s recomendation and effective contribution to a
person to be able to appreciate in this information stream. Such
consulting houses should be near our houses and open for
everyone, and advisers should know their clients personally, be
aware of their needs and professions. A lot of personal
compulsary houses, as well as compulsary points working attached to companies and organizations, appear recently. But this
case does not eliminate responsibility of the state due to
provision of equal access to such services.
Principle 6: Bringing education closer to home. Aim is to
bring educational opportunities closer to home by the help of
training and consulting points’ access, as well as using
information technologies. For many of us, either formal or
informal education occurs from nursery school to adult clubs –
directly to our dwelling place, that is, local authorities are more
responsible for the development of Lifelong Educational
System. Cultural diversity is the basic wealth in Azerbaijan and
all local communities’ duty is to maintain local features and
traditions also in the field of education. While there is
independence in all types of action and priorities it provides,
people have to leave their home cities or districts in order to get
effective education. This is especially important in the case of
persons with disabilities and low income groups. Information
technologies make enormous opportunities without spending too
much money for effective education on any remote place. Using
Distant training, regardless of decision where and when to
continue education, they can constantly get access to education
at any time of the day. In their turn, cities should be the source
of references and ideas that will create an open system of
lifelong education for everyone as a centre of every kind of
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education services and innovation methods due to any age and
employment. With the help of international projects,
cooporation programs and fraternal relations, this system gets
transnational character now. Trainings are intended to be created
near to houses, as well as, cultural and educational centers
directly near to the dwelling places – not only at secondary and
higher schools, but also in trade centres, clubs, museums,
libraries, religous centres, parks and recreation centers and
workplaces.
Main conditions of adult education is defined as follows:
• One of the main rights of people is to get education
regarless of their age;
• Adult education is focused on humanistic ideas and
universal values;
• It makes opportunities for interests of adults and society
as a whole to coincide;
• allows each citizen to get an effective education;
• provides mutual operation and partnership of
governmental, non-governmental and social organizations;
• Elaborating, accepting and realizing rules in the field of
adult education are carried out in public;
• It generalizes the characteristics of demands of the
elderly with different categories for education and guarantees
their provision;
• old students and educational instutions are supported by
the government;
• World experience and recomendations of international
organization are taken into consideration in the process.
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Pedagogical and psychological basics of the use of
innovations in adult education
Criterias of effectiveness of pedagogic process can be
taken as training aims or normatives (standards). One of the
problems on quality of education is connected with taxonomy of
traning purposes. (Taxonomy refers to a classification of things
or concepts, as well as to the principles underlying such a
classification. Taxonomy is dealing with the classification of
parts as a whole. In other words, taxonomies have
a hierarchical or systematic structure.The word finds its roots in
the Greek language τάξις, taxis - meaning 'order', 'arrangement'
and νόμος, nomos - 'law' or 'science'), because training process
can be regarded beneficial in the case its aims are realized.
Use of innovations takes a specific role in theoretical and
practical problems of adult education as a demand of the time.
Main characteristics of adult education system are realization of
the integrity of its structure, integrative relations, management
process and innovations in the adopted system. Adult education
system is purposeful and whole use of components of the object
(adult education) with complex system, structural units,
processes and final results of governing bodies in order to get
effective education of adults.
Innovation is a latin words which means changing and
newness, from the word “innovatio”. First of all it means
creating and learning activity, expression and expansion of
newness, its purposeful change, transition of the system from
one case into another. Innovation can be accepted when they are
intentional and can grow improvement of education and training
in the educational system. The notion of “Innovation” is
understood as “renovation”. Its implementation is taken as
development process. Development in education is carried out
through innovation process. Innovation process is development
of educational institution, the basis of newness and preparation
of the process. Educational reform program marks that
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renovation of education is inevitable. One of the significant
problems of education is development of the long-term
innovation process. The content of education, renovation of its
structure and improvement of teachers’ pedagogic culture are
considered in this process:
1) An active-interactive training;
2) Curriculum
3) Distant training
4) Inclusive training
5) Deinstitutionalization
6) Adult training
7) Electronic Library
8) the Bologna system
9) Innovative subjects
10) Centralized exams
11) Step-by-Step
12) Support Points
13) Debate
14) Integrative Learning
15) Teaching international law
16) New evaluation models
17) Constructive learning model
18) Teacher’s innovative approach
19) teaching-clinical observations of teachers
20) Learning portfolio
21) Training of managers
22) Life skills-based education
23) The subject of Life Skills
24) Critical Thinking
25) The virtual school
26) Waldorf School
27) The basics of education and so on.
Most of innovations mentioned above are refered to adult
education in some way. Being one of social institutions, adult
education, generally, manifests itself common characteristice
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concerned to the system: main functions, subsystem; relations;
educational institutions of adults; internal and social
athmossphere; social needs and demands concerned to
educational activity of the subject.
Adult education can also be taken as training services.
Though this system is endless from theoretical point of view, it
depends on real conditions and opportunies.
It is necessary to note that adult education itself, as a
system, is a stage of the contiuous education system. Hence, it a
system and a subsystem of the educational system. In this case,
its subsystems are "projecting", teaching methods, technology
and innovation, but as a subsystem of management, scientificmethodic, cadre and material-technical provision can be
accepted. In other words, taking into account specific innovative characteristics of demands of categories and groups of the
elderly, training programs are being prepared. A training
program is a document prepared by specialists, and it identifies
the consept of education. This document should identify range
of knowledge and skills and meet adults’ demands for
innovative field who intend to acquire special knowledge.
Special Education Program is prepared for those who want to
master new professions, specialists who want to promote and
improve speciality, people with disabilities, refugees and
displaced people, discharged from the army and others in terms
of quality.
Summerizing what we noted, in terms of today’s demands
we can give this definition: it is provision of demands of the
elderly and social demographic groups by means of teaching
programs with different characters – activity of training
organizations under socio-economic and specific condition.
Accually, adult education system is a process directed to the aim
and result put forward. This proses is communicative activity of
adult students, the elderly and training organizers.
In training, adults’ nature differs with the level of
comprehending the meaning of training. This communication
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and innovation stems from demands for effectiveness of an
individual’s activity. Thus:
• To understand the content of training and substantiate its
quality and significance;
• To intend to learn in a high level and believe in presence
of oppotunities to master these knowledge and skills;
• To believe in importance, necessity and time allocation;
• To understand effective process of training and see ways
of applying knowledge and skills;
• To coodinate learned knowledge with past, present and
future experinces;
• To study under somebody’s guidance and with
somebody’s help in a comfortable and quiet condition.
Adult education is an integral part of continuous training.
It has specific features and is focused on providing adult’s social
and personal demands. In the republic this system combines in
itself activities of many institutions and organizations carring
out educational services with different characters. This activity
is directed to meeting adult population’s social, professional and
cultural interests that retraining is carried out by means of
training institutions, courses, seminars, associations and
different self-training forms which is directed to development of
lifelong education.
Education in Azerbaijan is living its new – contemporary
developing process. This process is to get new achievements.
Recently, many training programs has been written and
coorporative projects have been signed in accordance with
international coorporation in the field of education, interests of
the country and foreign policy strategy. A number of measures
are being realized on evaluation connected with acquiring
programs in the country. In organization of pedagogic process
with adults, as well as in its management process, teachers’ way
how to set up work depends on ordered manuals, programs and
projects, the newest technology, up to it, and curriculum
demands. Using interactive ways, dialogues and etc. is one the
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main conditions. The mankind can not live without men’s and
women’s effective participation in all fields and cope with future
tasks. And that is why, adult education is not only legal, but is
also one of those which opened the door of the XXI century, as
we said before. Such education is a condition for comprehensive
participation of active citizens in the life of society. This is a
strong concept, in fact, and it makes oppotunities for stable
development. Dialogues and culture of peace and violent
conflicts, based on democracy and justice, equal rights of men
and women and socio-economic development, affect on the
structure of the world.
Taking a look at real situation, it becomes clear that there
is not a stucture stimulating its development on adult education.
If there is a structure, no doubt, adult education may be
important for Azerbaijan. Because adult education is the demand
of the time. To deliver information on adult education to the
society is very important. Generally, there sre a lot of conditions
to make adult education problems important.
There is an unemployment problem in the country.
Actually, it is possible that unemployment problem failed. Job
seekers mostly look for comfortable places, do not want to work
in distant regions or there is not favourable conditions for this.
However, if they go to distant places to work, their financial
situation can be more important. Also, job seekers’ level does
not meet demands of modern labor market. That is, they need
to be ablebodied in the labor market to become specialized. And
this makes adult education problem important. Thus, it is
neceassary to be careful with requirements of adult education.
As nearly one million refugees and internally displaced
persons lost their native lands, they were settled in schools and
kindergartens in Gabala, Oghuz, Saatli, Sabirabad, Baku,
Mingachevir, Gadabay, Shaki and other remote cities and
regions in Azerbaijan. Losing their native lands, museums,
libraries, kindergartens, in one word, national and spritual
values, they also lost their exited workplaces. So that, though it
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is difficult to make them adopt to new conditions and create new
opportunies to work, it is also necessary to realize them. Adult
education of great importance from the issue of refugees and
internally displaced people which is a painful problem in
Azerbaijan. When getting acquainted with schools and
kindergardens located in refugee camps, it becomes clear they
are interested in education, jobs and others.
Those who are engaged in small and medium business,
especially, most of those who work in villages need serious
education to operate successfully in accordance with market
traditions. In other words, adult education problem is of great
importance in terms of development of business.
As many officials’ knoweledge and skills do not meet
demands of the time in the management process run in the
country, they need get more emproved, and this is a significant
problem. That is why, adult education problem is also
important for the management system.
Enlargment of applied fields of information technologies
in the country has become one of the state policy priorities. And
this make necessary to hold trainings focused on improvement
of job seekers’ skills by instituitons and organizations that apply
information technologies.
The level of education of population in this direction is
low because of serious environmental problems. And this make
adult education in this line necessary.
As reforms in traditional education ended, there exist
serious discrepancies between cadre training and labor market
requirements so far in educational system. So that, even newly
trained cadres to have the ability to compete in the labor market
need agile and short-term retraining which makes adult
education important.
Generally, the country need education in the line of
building democratic civil society that adult education process
will have been importnat for a long time in this direction.
Adults’ participation in independent, democratic, humanistic
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and required issues of education is to do gender-based
researches and carry out programs in order to provide them with
the programs reflecting their security, active and healthy
senility.
In the development process mutual penetration of two or
more notions, law, article, the happening, processes appearing
with new, more progressive one are call integration.
The word “integration” takes its roots from Greek that
means combine as a whole. Integration has two kinds:
a) Reduction integration;
b) Simultaneous integration.
In order to clarify a complecated event, first of all, the way
to learn the simple one is used in reduction integration. In this
case, it is possible to identify certain dependence between
sciences and subjects.
To clear up realities in this field an opportunity arises
through cristalizing several scientific fields in a fundamental,
objective and unique form (chemistry, biology, physics and so
on). For example, main rules of physics are carried out on the
basis of principles of mechanics and electrical engineering.
Quantum physics is also a very significant fundamental field
among sciences (chemistry, biology, physics).
When it comes to psychological principles, there are
human and natural sciences, general technics and
professionalism in all kinds of education. Analysis of this notion
is accepted as a module of training process in educational and
vocational institutions. Pedagogy, psychology, methodology,
module – program are innovative demands for contemporary
education.
The teacher concept and experience in adult education
Conceptual principles of the research procedures and used
methods should be adequate for the anthological type of the
object to be comprehended. This idea, the thesis make think
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about the term “a teacher of adults” and its definition. Those
who organize training process and teach them in schools for
adults are called teachers of adults; teachers’ of teachers, at the
same time, lecturers who run lectures, reports, seminars in
organizations spreading knowledge with different characters;
who work in the field of education and libraries; who teach
purposefully and consciously knowledge and skills to separate
people or the groups in which they join; the second direction is
specialists consiously engaged in their education in order to help
them to form moral, political principles, scientific knowledge. In
one word, teachers of adults, in other words, andragogs are
specialists responsible for the elderly to acquire education.
Their duties are the followings:
- they help the elderly define their educational demands (it
is a defining function);
- plan training process together with listeners (motivating
function);
- choose more productive and training technique;
- present necessary resouces and means for effective
training (involving function);
- help to evaluate results of training (evaluating function).
Long-year practice allows to note that majority of teachers
accept their relations with pupils, students and auditory through
situations defined in terms of professionalism. And, in this case,
the goal objectively selected and defined in advance is
considered. Such identified dogmatic education linked the
teacher with technique. Such a kind of teacher organized education process through available recipes and gave explanations of
happenings in nature and society accepted without discussion.
He/she uses dogmatic concepts while explaining the good and
evil and lives with conformist principles in the respect of
authorities. All these were the key for school system, as well as,
adult education to oporate. Adult education did not almost differ
from children’s and youngters’ education.
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According to researchers, there formed a completely
different approach to the role of adult education and teachers.
The root of this approach comes from monocentric public form
based on individual liberal values. According to the concept of
approach to the world which formed in the West, well-organized
society and good life are based on that, members of the society
can choose what they want. This hypothesis is accepted as a
basic, because the government regularly began to build
education system serving training on the basis of market
principles. According its aim, consept, form and methods, such
education depends on listeners’ opportunies, interests and
choosing methods.
The teacher, practical action model, range of professional
competence and training rules are based on what are mentioned
above. The teacher’s duty is to analyze together with listeners
political, economic and scientific issues in a communicative
form with the processes happening in the society and come to
conclusions. The concept of teachers of adults that exlained
above has a specific character. They take into consideration
students and their cognitive demands in the formation of
approaches. Such approach to functions of adult education and
the teacher’s role causes significant methodological results.
Adult education is based on contemporary humanist
values. But implimentation of these values is differed with a
number of features. Some of them carry problematic features
for participants in the adgrogogy process. The elderly who are
participants in the adgrogogy process differ from participants in
school, vocational-specialty, even higher education. the process
of their approaches to values and identification of their
directions with the help of education has passed and now their
self-organization skills, goals amd motivation are determined.
But in a concrete case, adults’ qualities as a subject and their
joining to the training process can manifest itself in different
levels.
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It becomes a problem that most andragogs evaluate this
level inadequately: correct evaluation, as a result of recieving
adult listeners as a subject, the content and form of training is
not ordered in accordance with their vocational and personal
demands; excessive evaluation of adults’ self-identification level
can disrupt the educational process. And this disjoins the
andragog from old student’s educational demands and have a
negative impact on participants’ socio-pedagogical relations in
the andgragogy process.
This process is larger than educational demands’
diagnostics in terms of the content. It embraces complex and
psychological aspects of old people’s wills, wishes, their
orientation and analysis and evaluation by themselves. Such
training subjects are not being prepared so far which causes a
problem itself to train and produce an andragog in modern
conditions.
Andragogs are approached by some people, especially
those who seek new activities for certain personal reasons,
people who want to change their lifestyle and profession . In
such cases, the andragog should play a leading role in choosing
strategy of desirable vital changes with having a broad
information in socio-economic field together with the elderly in
accordance with their capacities and abilities. In the condition in
which socio-cultural atmosphere regularly changes, the
androgogy, while choosing such kind of problems, should have
social knowledge. The angragogy’s socio-psychological training
is his/her dynamic qualities. In one side he/she regularly loses
his/her activity, on the other side gains it back. This becomes
one of the educational problems.
In retraining system of pedagogical workers, one of the
special issues of andragogs is to create educational opportunity
for old students and teach modern humanistic values of
evaluation system of pedagogical action, as well as, approaches
personally directed to the teacher’s professional activity. Most
of the time complex evaluation standards do not make a
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thorough idea about nature and results of pedagogical action in
terms of quality. Evaluation in terms of quality and its citerias
come from standards of qualitative marks and become indicators
of new approaches to the teacher’s professional activity. And
this produces basis for diagnostics and monitoring process to be
renewed and leads it to humanistic values.
The andragog should solve one sociological problem
everyday. As adult education focused on individuals,
interpersonal relations between the andragog and the student
becomes extremely closer than expected and this hinders
educational process to be directed to the individual due to age
difference, educational level and success in life. In this regard,
high requirements for the personality of the andragog, his/her
feelings and culture, studing and orienting abilities and
implimenting educational process arise.
The andragog’s being ready for carrying out interpersonal
relations between participants in the educational process
enriches his/her actions in terms of philosophy and pedagogy.
Yet, today, especially in Azerbaijan, andragogs’ wide training
for socio-cultural education remains one of the absolute
aspects of their professional training.
Reallities of the contemporary age require orientation of
ethic and cultural conditions of the subject of training.
Andragogs’ high professionalism in cultural-psychological processes allows them to use foreign experience to establish relations
with listeners. Having wide knowledge and continuously
improving views become andragogs’ educational problems. As it is
impossible for androgogs to train professionally within the
framework of opportunities of educational institutions, specialits
are confirmed about this problem. But we should not forget that
teachers’ becoming trained and experienced andgragogs in terms
of life practice is possible through enlarging continuouly
professional training and personal life practice and acquiring
skills of integration of all participants’ experience in educational
process in social pedagogical condition.
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Principles of evaluating the andragog’s activity
It becomes possible to check up vitality of global ideas
of adults’ humanilization in modern teaching space. And it is
explained in the way that the elderly actively support
humanilization rights of training, approach to their own training
skills consiously and accept themselves as the subject of the
training process. As they know positive and negative sides of
school education, they do not let to contribute with them and
take away their independence and seriously appreciate relations
between teachers and students.
It does not mean that they seriously follow subjective
relations with their students and children as teachers and
parents. These relations are still dominating on today’s most
teachers’ mind who studied in authoritarian conditions.
Though humanilizing processes are accepted in the global
world, modern changings do not manifest themselves from
positive side. Teachers do not aproach this process with the
sense of responsibility on the results of educational processes
and they try to put this responsibility on parents.
Adults themselves are not satisfied with the resultless
training steming from vital reasons (financial, psychological,
temporality) when they become students.
They acquire
necessaryknowledge, because this knowledge is necessary for
their lives to rise in quality. In some cases professional results in
adult education form its position as follows: they send, you are
obliged to give education, we wonder what will happen. On the
other side, in forcing condition adults can be satisfied with little
effectiveness of education or they can just accept it as a formal
case. Such an important principle (perhaps, basic prinsiple) of
adult education manifests itself from the abovementioneds,
training must be effective and cause effective improvement of
this and other sides of students’ lives.
And results can be different: standard knowledge,
necessary skills, bringing abilities the automated level, to
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understand the meaning of worldwide cultural situations, to
enlarge views by thinking about their nature, to achieve
orienting adults to modern values.
First of all, high practical importance of training and
highly individual interest on it must be taken into consideration.
Unlike children, adults have rights to form strategy of their own
lives and approach to education. So that, in the system
evaluating principles in adult education effectiveness must be
considered in the foreground in andragogs’ activity. With
ineffective or effective training, adults can agree by force or at
random. That is why, rivalry in adults’ teaching methods
reflect itself. Only those training institutions and those teaching
methods are available that they get positive results at the end of
the training process.
But we should not forget that those teachers (andragogs)
get effectiveness who have high professional powers and adults
believe in them and entrust them their vocational future.
An andragog’s professional power depends on adults’
belief in his/her reputation who are listening them.
According to adults, reputation is a high personal
responsibility having scientific knowledge, skills, erudition,
pedagogical skills and communiative behaviour with listeners.
And this depends on not compulsion, but readers’ and listeners’
wills, their inner capacities, andragogs’ belief in listeners and
the ability producing this belief.
When speaking of results of training and andragogs’
activity and evaluating it as a basic principle, we must remember
that results should be in accordance with human rights, ethic
standards and worldwide values and serve to improve quality of
life. Otherwise, it is impossible to speak of their reponsibilities.
One of the basic principles is gained results being of
valeological character. An old student is ready for working
through his/her phisical, temporary capacity needed in order to
get results necessary for him/her as a rule. But we should
remember that he/she can not always cope with these
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opportunies and turn this into a standard. So that, this should
not hinder actions of other functions in adult education. That
won’t do to sacrifice the elderly for education (parents and
school teachers do so most of the time, it is not accidental that
deseases are resently increasing among children). Good,
effective training should fit means as a goal. It should not be too
painful.
Recent rise of information and its being much should be
chosen and structured adequetly to personality and his/her
capacities. Numerousness of everything does not mean it is
everything. We must remember that acquired knowledge is
forgotten. Researchers in Gellap Institute showed that in
different places throughout the world adults who finished school
remember a little knowledge they aquired at school. It is that
knowledge which turned a functional education and they always
need them. But other pieces of
knowledge, especially
professional knowledge regularly lose their importance, too.
During training the stable, absolute and variative core of training
is important for humanistic strategy of training. That is why, in
the training process achieving results are of great importance
while students are preparing for that. A bad structured content
and goal’s being unclear is not just a mistake or shortage, but also
violation of humanistic basis of adult education. They do not put up
with boisterous information that disrupts comprehension and
hinders results, because in this case most of the time unnecessary
knowledge remains on the mind.
Modern pedagogy looks for and finds constuctive technology
for people. Traditional dialogues justifing themselves in practice,
practical games with research nature, modeling, designing, collective forms of training, critical thought and other methodic systems are studied and used.
While all these serve humanistic goals in terms of content,
fit students’ aims, are modern in content, delivering them to the
auditorrium is valeologically conformed, evaluation has a
humanistic character, then it is possible to study them. While
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achievement of results carries valeological character, the
andragog has mastered productive technology protecting
students’ powers.
One of the main principles of training is adults’ approach
to rules to carry out goals through choosing which means to
realize their individual information and individual programs.
Each type of technologies refers to a group’s or a conrete
person’s demands, possibilities and rules. Culture of individual
choosing depends on communicative expression of collective,
group and individual trainings. We can think that adults take
individual self-training as a main type of educational activity,
but this depends on a classical stimulating and organizing role of
training activity. In this case, an adult student compares his/her
demands, what learned, subjective thoughts, how the staff accept
this or other probelem. Seeing an individual in a common
background, innovates the world map with a new humanistic
vatirant in the background of the general.
Everyone selects knowledge source they wish: (the
teacher’s word, scientific or litrary text, television, the language
og computer), because vision, hearing, perception and memory
features of every listener are different. Old listeners identofy
their tempos through learning the course or section. It is
advisable to take this approach into consideration even in an
organized training process, they want to solve their problems of
vital importance and significant issues that can change quality of
their lives.
Standardization of training objectives and methods, laying
them out within the framework of standards are against the
principle of personalization of adult education. Elaboration of
individual education programs (of course, without forgetting the
collective forms) is today's demand.
As old students do not understand objectives of training,
they need help to comprehend it, in other words, it is necessary
to explain them culture of individual choice, how to choose
tasks put forward and how to solve them. This individual
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choice identification of individual demands is directed to
effective change of a concrete human life.
Technologies of adult education becomes humanistic
when they carry out some of functions through stimulation,
improvement, innovation and etc. At this time, structure of
human knowledge, skills and abilities is directed to values
system. Creative potential of every human and development of
background abilities are important psychological and
pedagogical princilples of adult education to carry out what they
did not do in the past. At that time tarining process should be
organized so, that it would help students to see reconstructions,
avoid stereotypes and make the mind fast. Regardless of the
content of training technologies, if they do not explain deep of
human nature, acctually the wish to create effectiveness of
knowledge can not be a humanistic step.
Reguliarities of human’s information stream with
communicative activity make adult education closer to “the
hidden field” theory American scientists created. In this case, it
is considered the activity, human is interested in, is creativity, in
fact.
The privciple of psychological comfortableness allows
everybody; teacher with students, students with each another to
be in touch and to realize themselves.
At last, one of the main principles of adult eduaction and
andragogs is positiveness of training. We should remember that,
the person with different complexes loses belief in
himslef/herselfe and his/her capacities. The andragog’s wish to
help old students helps learners to get released from these
personal shortages and adapt to new rules. And this helps old
people’s life get better that it is the objective of andragogs’
activity.
It is necessary to note that a standard model of evaluation
of andrsgogs’ activity depends on succesfull application of these
or other principles. In the period when scientific knowledge
grows rapidly, economic relations change, democratic society is
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built, reforms are run in the field of education, serious problems
have begun to arise on organizing retrainings of the elderly:
training level of listeners when organizing courses, not taking
into account methodic and scientific level, interests and needs of
lectures, being of template nature, not actively using teaching
methods, mostly theoretical nature, weakness of practical side,
their real condition, not organizing monitoring-observation to
learn advantage and effectiveness of courses, not completely
carring out “ordering” principle, traditional application and use
of teaching plans and programs, weak provision of information,
not running budget predictions and etc. Initiated reforms in the
education system has made it necessary to carry out reforms in
adult retraining.
transition to "offering" mechanism, application of modern
technology to the training process, strengthening information
provision, use of distant training mechanism, “teaching
teahcers”, “a methodist of a methodist”, realzation of programs,
creating supporting point network, using internet, building
relations with foreign specialists, running constant monitoring –
observation, conducting experiments, analyzing achieved results
and other principles, methods and means are key directions of
imrovement and reconstuction of adult education.
To develop education in Azerbaijan the reforms,
considered in accordance with agreement’s conditions, one of
the directions on teacher training directly refers to this level of
training and the other tree directions in some way. Scientists,
methodologists, specialists of educational institutions and
organs, teachers and leaders of vocational schools are involved
to retraining through trainings and seminars by the World
Bank and other donor organizations, in the directions of active
training methods and technologies, development of critical
thinking, training plans, evaluation, organizing monitoring –
observation, teaching human rights, pofessionalism in teaching
and etc.
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We come to a conclusion that, as successful implementation of reforms in the educational system depends on organization of effective constant training of a teaching staff, it is
necessary to continue reforms started in retraining education and
boldly carry out new mechanisms.
We can generalize the amovementioned in the field of
using new mechanisms in retraining and classify them as
follows:
1. School is regarded the beginning point of adult
education. The first step is to learn the subject’s – teacher’s
demands. Their retaining interests and needs are learned in
schools.
2. Adult education process is first built on the basis of
ordered teaching plans and program and then reactions of the
areas. The programs are constanly renewed and adjusted to the
demands. Ordering alternative programs arises a sound rivalry
between educational institutions.
3. To involve to adult education, it should be based on
voluntariness principle and forcing principles and planned
training are avoided.
4. Teachers’ real demands are learned, “ordering’ model”
is applied, customers’ demands are highlighted.
5. Distant training and self-training mahcnisims are
applied in adult education and information ensurence are
strengthened.
6. Contemporary monitoring and evaluating mehcanisims
are used
7. Supporting points are created to develop pedagogical
staff constanly in the area.
In modern period basically new demands are put forward,
they are: not diploma – but to know the profession perferctly;
not wage – but salary for labor; not to perform neglectful
decisions – but to perform creative and initiative approach to the
job. At present the level of qualification of pedagogical workers
and generally, all specialists should be looked and evaluated in
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accordance with new demands and there should be created such
an opportunity that their formation in accordance with new
demands of their professions and constent improvement of their
functinal education and culture are main jobs for retraining.
It should be taken into consideration here that the content
of retraining should be defined by customers and provision of
the content and methods of customers’ demands should be
performed by educational institution that carries out adult
education.
Diagnostics is important for evaluating the level of a
specialist before and after courses – defining aims of adults’
retraining.
The specialist is concerned with retraining system lifelong.
In one word, A person should study lifelong and retraining and
its results should manifest themselves in the development of
educational system and its content’s improvement.
All these require deep reforms, their fundamental change
and normative-legal base. In order to reach educational system
to the level of meeting modern demands of educational
institutions and pedagogical workers, professional teachers
should be trained for retraining institutions. Financial problems
of education system and retraining should be considered in
terms of the market economy. Shortages in organizing financing
are one of the reasons hindering the normal functioning of the
system. Let us take into account that superior financing of
training and retraining should be taken into consideration. In
order to impove the content and quality of training,
material-teaching base, cadres and methodical provision of
educational institions should be intensified.
It is clear that specialists forget 50-60 % of knowledge
acquired at school after 3-5 years. It means that the teaching
staff should be provided with constant training in terms their
professional levels and methods. And this is a process
connected with the constant retraining, methodological and
pedagogical skills and attestation.
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In order to carry out fundamental reforms, it is necessary
to fundamentally reconsruct the pedagogical staff’s training and
retraining. Because this has a leading role to implement a
personnel policy in educational system.
Constant education or continuity od education is a
principle of forming human. This principle is realized through
the teaching system accompanying a person all his/her life at
any age and in any situation, involving them to the continuous
process of their training, a retraining system making them for
self-training if necessary. Theoretical basis of the consept of
continuous education contains three principles: continuousness,
democracy, functionality. For democratic education, it should be
spread among all levels of people, embrace all age groups and it
means it should be constant without break. For education being
beneficial, on one side, it should be focused on realizing certain
aims and real problems and concerned to maximum people at
any age of life, in other words, it should be democratic and
constant. In "the Law on Education of the Republic of
Azerbaijan," it was noted that, trainings, retainings and adult
education should be implemented due to agreements conducted
with institutions, organizations and citizens individually. The
training period and
content should be defined through
agreements with customers. Education shows that leaders of
teaching institution and organs are not enough concerned with
this problem.
The aim of adult education is to meet demands of a person
to retrain, develop creative potential and abilities and serve
him/her to use complete power in life and prove himslef/herself
as a specialty. In one word, formation and provision of a
person’s demands, contant development of his/her functional
education and culture should be on the focus.
In the time when economic methods and self- financing
are given priority,
administration of educational institutions should be
approached through new treatment, they should not be
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appreciated for the degree of their specialty, salary, income,
fulfilling job disrespectfully, but for their creative approaches,
initiativesbeing shrewd in work and the ability to find ways of
complicated situations. It would not be right to seek this quality
among cadre lived in the administrative- dominative priod. So
that, at present in order to promote leading pedagogical training
to the level of modern demands, training of managers in
education is a vital demand. As pedagogical workers have not
specialy level and there is not evaluating factors in the
development of its dynamics, it produces obstacles for
pedagogical workers’ attestation of correct tariff of their labor.
Today, teachers’ functions have not been determined precisely
yet. Teachers’ do not know what is expected from them.
Rise of serious problems in adult education is connected
with financing them. This stage of education items are needed or
there are a few items. Concentration of financial expenses to
remedy the situation in training and retraining instituions can be
advisable.
Legal Provisions
Adult education system is focused on reinforcement and
development of implementing the rights of the series through
legislation as follows:
• equal eudactional condition in any period of life;
• to prodive personal demands in accordance with
knowledge and skill;
• to enrich knowledge and skills for social function to
participate productively;
• vocational rertaining
in accordance with an
organisation and instituion, a way to stimulus;
• feely choosing knowledge and training institution;
• compensated absences to participate in educatinal
program on choosing employees;
• being temporarily dissmissed free of charge on the
condition to maintain workplace during training;
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• alternative eduactional services in different levels for
training citizens;
• Forms of public and social support and financial aid.
Categories
Instituions training adults and structural sectors build their
functions due to educational demands and specific interests their
belowmentioned social-demographic groups of population at
age 50 and more:
• workers of professional labor firald;
• those who do not work temporarily and unemployee;
• those who are engaged only in housekeeping;
• who returns profeccional labor field after a long break;
• retirees for their health, (people with disabilities);
• retirees for age
• displaced people came from other countries or reagions
to dwell permenantly;
• persons who intended to change or changed the scope of
employment or profession and etc.
Within the framework of educational system contingent in
adult education can be concretely divided into the following
generalized blocks:
• those who have an additional qualificationdiploma;
• those who have diplomas and do not work;
• those who do not have diplomas but work;
• those who do not have diplomas and do not work.
Scientific researches in the field of adult education
Scientific researches in the field of adult education takes
constant enlargement of protencials of this stage and its
efficient use one of the most effective factors in develoment of
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person and sociaty. Scientific researches in the field embraces
the following generalized directions:
• Activity and development in the field of adult education,
analisis of specific direction in training porcess;
• Research and substantiation of conteptual basis of state
policy and ways to realize them in the field of adult education;
• Legislation in force on adult education, its improvement
and elaboration of new recomendations;
• Appreciation of activityies of institutions and structural
sections and preparation of recomendations;
• Elaboration of theorical basis of andragogy (the science
which studies regularities od adult education) and etc.
Final Reports
This concept reflects itself basic conceptual ideas to build
a modern educational system for adults in the Republic of
Azerbaijan. Accepting this concept, it makes a real opportunity
to elaborate relevant legislative acts for this system in the future
and conditions for old citizens to get equal education and
provides to prevent their educational rights. Management bodies
of education, all institions including to this network, as well as
training-educational instituions can benefit from basic articles of
that concept.
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